
ABSTRACT 

PIERCE, Erlene E. An analysis of the effect of a health 
promotion program on the wellness behaviors and self- 
esteem of women, and the influence of self-esteem upon 
behavior change. M. S. in Community Health Education, 1982. 
170 pp. (Dr. Gary D. Gilmore). 

This research examined change in self-esteem and wellness behavior 
among women ages 34 to 75 following a health promotion program. It also 
examined the effect of self-esteem upon the pursuit of wellness behavior. 
Qs consisted of 35 members of the Lutheran Hospital Auxiliary, La Crosse, 
Wisconsin who completed three inventories as pre- and posttest assessment. 
The Health Risk Analysis and Wellness Index assessed behavior change. The 
Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory measured self-esteem. High and low self- 
esteem groups were assigned based upon the normal range established for 
this population. It was derived from pretest scores of the Self-esteem 
Inventory. 

Groups were 41s follows: Experimental Group (n=24), High Self-esteem 
Experimentals (n=13), Low Self-esteem Experimentals (n=ll), Control Group 
(n=ll), High Self-esteem Controls (n=5), Low Self-esteem Controls (n=6). 
Comparisons among the six groups using the change score values from the 
assessment inventories was statistically analyzed for significance at the 
pS.05 level. 

Ss attended the introductory programs and completed pretest assessment. 
Ss posttested at the summary program 12 weeks later or by mail. Experi- 
mental Ss attended two or more workshop sessions between pre- and posttest 
as educational treatment. Four workshop programs addressed the dimensions 
of wellness: 1) physical fitness, 2) nutritional awareness, 3) stress 
management, 4) environmental sensitivity and self-responsibility. Work- 
shops lasted two hours each and contained lecture, activity, and educational 
hand-outs. The control groups received no treatment between pre- and post- 
test assessment. 

Statistical tests were selected based on the type of data, group 
sizes, and distribution (no assumptions could be made). A t test was 
used for analysis of seven hypotheses, and the Mann-Whitney U test was 
used for analysis of eight hypotheses. Statistical significance was 
found in two hypotheses indicating that behavior change occurred for only 
two of the experimental groups using only the Wellness Index. No statis- 
tically significant change in behavior was measured among other groups 
using other assessments. There was no statistically significant change 
in self-esteem. Self-esteem was not a statistically significant fact:; 
in the pursuit of wellness behavior. 
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CHAPTER I 

ImODu(STI0N 

Backgro* 

Wellness, health promotion, holistic health, and preventive 

medicine are representative of current strategies which seek to change 

attitudes and behavior regarding personal health. The emphasis is on 

orientation and education regarding the meaning of health and the 

positive effects appropriate health practices can have. These 

strategies encourage awareness on the part of the individual regarding 

his or her role toward health and well-being. Proponents of these 

strategies teach self-responsibility and seek to equip persons with 

tools with which they can implement change in order to enhance their 

own levels of health. 

These new strategies re-define health as an ever changing process 

rather than a static state of being. This can best be illustrated 

through the use of a wellness continuan. One's level of health can be 

placed anywhere on the wellness continuum (Travis 4 Ryan, 1981). At 

the center is aveyage health or freedom from disease. Located to the 

left of center is a treatment model. This model contains signs and 

symptoms of disease, disability, and finally premature death which is 

located to the extreme left on the continuum. To the right of center 

is the wellness model. Moving in this direction, the individual seeks 

awareness and education regarding health and well-being. They seek 



behaviors which can enhance their health. Growth and high level 

wellness, optimum health, or self -actualization, are contained at the 

far right of the continuum. On a given day a person can be at different 

1 points on the continuum. It becomes inportant for the responsible 

individual to recognize where he or she is on that given day and to 

react with appropriate health-enhancing behavior. 

Wellness education does not seek to replace the treatment model, 

but instead, it aims at working in harmony with it [Travis 4 Ryan, 1981). 

Treatment is important, but health should move beyond the mere absence 

of disease. These new strategies emphasize these points and attempt to 

show individuals how to implement positive behavior change into their 

lifestyles for the enhancement of health and well-being. 

The Surgeon General (1979) supported the view that new strategies 

are warranted. He report,ed that improvement in health will occur not 

through increases in treatment and higher expenditures toward health 

care, but rather by commitments toward the prevention of disease and 

the promotion of health. The present stu4y represents an effort aimed 

at affecting behavior change as a means to promoze health. 

Purpose 

This study was committed to the promotion and research of good 

health practices. The purpose of this study was to determine the effact 

of a health promotion program on the health behaviors and self-esteem of 

women. Further, the purpose was to examine the effect of self-esteem cn 

the subjects' personal choices to pursue or neglect health-enhancing 

behaviors. 



Statement of the Problen 

Overall, this study addressed how to foster positive health 

behavior chariges in women. Specifically, the problem of th.is study 

was to: 

1. Determine the effectiveness of a health promotion program on 

improving wellness behaviors of women. 

2. Determine the effectiveness of a health promotion program on 

increasing self-esteem in women. 

3.  Determine the effect of self-esteem on wellness behavior 

choices of women. 

Need for the Studr 

The zppearance of literature addressing health behaviors and 

wellness, as well as the emergence of health promotion programs in 

government, commity, and industry reflect the growing interest and 

concern over health. The need for health behzvior changes is evidenced 

by the association between chronic diseases and lifestyle habits 

(Knowles, 1977; Breslow, 1978; Surgeon General, 1979). The Surgeon 

General also reported national expenditures for health care. The 

escalating costs of treatment and medical expenditures also indicate 

a need for change. 

Wellness, health promotion, holistic health, and preventive 

medicine represent strategies which promote lifestyle change in order 

to increase levels of health and well-being and reduce the incidence 

of morbidity and mortality in this country. The leading causes of 

death today are heart disease, cancer, stroke, and accidents. These 



re la te  to  l i fes tyle .  Ardell (1979) referred t o  them as "diseases of 

choice," for  he believed that  one's behavior can make the difference. 

Of challenge t o  healzh education and t o  research has become the 

development 0.f effective means through which individuals can be 

encouraged t o  seek health-enhancir,g behaviors. 

Although a great deal of information is available, thr: 
whole f i e ld  of preventive medicine and health education 
needs more fundamental research and long term f i e ld  
experh?entation (Knowl~>, 1.077, p. 65). 

Effective programming mst be identifiec! and implemented. For 

th i s  t o  occur the impact of various educational strategies upon the 

acquisition of positive health behaviors need t o  be determined. Three 

recent research effor ts  addressed th i s  need (Williamson, 1978; Beiez: 

1979; Graff, 2981). These stcdies examined the effect  of wellness 

education programs on a t t i tude and behavior chmge in  student 

populations (junior high, high school, and college graduate students) . 
In order t o  detect motivation factors which can influence behavior 

change, the effect  of wellncss locus of control on wellness behaviors 

was also addressed (Graff, 1981). These effor ts  represent examination 

of educational strategies designed t o  promote positive health behaviors. 

Additional ef for ts  call ing for  studies on varioxs population groups are 

warranted. 

Hypotheses 

The following null  hypotheses r e re  developed for th i s  study-: 

1. The pretest  t o  posttest change score values in  the Sealth Risk 

Analysis assessment of experimental group subjects (Group l ) ,  those who 



attended two or more workshop sessions as educational treatment, will 

not be significantly greater than the change score values of control 

group subjects (Group 2), those who did not attend any workshop 

sessions as educational treatment. 

2. The pretest to posttest change score values in the lvellness 

Index assessment of Group 1 will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2. 

3. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Coopersmith 

Self-esteem Inventory assessment of Group 1 will not be significantly 

greater than the change score values of Group 2. 

4. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

halysis assessment of high self-esteem experimental group subjects 

(Group 1-A), those who attended two or more workshop sessions as 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was at median or above 

will not be.significantly greater than the change score values of high 

self-esteem control group subjects (Group 2-A), those who did not attend 

any workshop sessions as educational treatment and whose self-esteem was 

at median or above. 

5. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2-A. 

6. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

Analysis assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of low self-esteem control group subjects 

(Group 2-B), those who did not attend any workshop sessions as 
i 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was below the median. I 



7. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 2-B. 

8. The pretest to posttest change score values in tho Health Risk 

Analysis assessment. of low self-esteem experimental group subjects 

(Group 1-B), those who attended two or more workshop sessions as 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was below median, will not 

be significantly greater than the change score values of Group 2-A. 

9. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-B will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 2-A. 

10. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health 

Risk Analysis assessment of Group 1-B will not be significantly greater 

than the change score values of Group 2-B. 

11. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-B will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 2-B. 

12. Th? pretest to posttest change score values in the Health 

Risk Analysis assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater 

than the change score values of Grorlp 1-B. 

13. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 1-B. 

14. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health 

Risk Analysis assessment of Group 2-A will not be significantly greater 

than the change score values of Group 2-B. 



I Index assessment of Group 2-A will not be significantly greater than 

I the change score values of Group 2-B. 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions concerning this study were made: 

1. All of the subjects responded accurately to the three health 

assessments (Health Risk Analysis, Wellness Index, Coopersmith Self- 

esteem Inventory). 

2. No serious physical or mental deficiency existed in any of 

the subjects. 

3. Though cognizant of health practices, subjects manifested a 

broad range of health behaviors. 

4 .  'I'here was no sharing of learned behavior skills from the 

experimental group to the'control group. 

5. There was no sharing of educational materials from the 

experimental group to the control group. 

Delimitations 

The study involved the following delimitations: 

1. Subjects in this study resided in La Crosse, Wisconsin and the 

surrounding area. 

2 .  Only female members of the La Crosse Lutheran IIospital Amilk-- 

iary were involved in the study. 

3. Subjects participated voluntarily in the testing procedures 

and in the educational program upon invitation. 



4. The study examined risk reduction and health enhancement as 

assessed by changes in appraised health age, wellness behavior, and 

self-esteem of the subjects involved in the study. 

5. The edi~cational treatment consisted of four meetings of which 

subjects were required to attend two or more. 

Limitations 

The study involved the following limitations: 

1. Volunteering subjects demonstrated an apparent interest in 

personal health by attending the educational treatment, and some may 

already have been involved in positive health behaviors to such a 

degree that significant change would be minimal. 

2. The sample size may have been restricted due to extreme 

winter conditions and cold temperatures during the duration of the 

study. 

3. Potential subjects were of retirement age and spent much of 

the winter out of state. 

4. Age 34 was the minimum age for subject inclusion. 

5. Age 75 was the maxjnnnn age for subject inclusion. 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms have been defined to clarify their use in the 

study: 

Certificate of Recognition - a special recognition award presented 

to the participants who attended two or more of the workshop sessions 

(see Appendix H-6) . 
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Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (SEI) - The Adult Fonn twenty- 

five item inventory, developed by Stanley Coopersmith, used to measure 

the level of self-esteem (see Appenlix D-3). 

Free gift - a wellness button designed for participants in this 
research. It was intended as a promotional device and as reinforcement 

for further positive lifestyle choices (see Appendix H-6). 

Health assessments - the Health Risk Analysis, Vlellness Index, and 

Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory used for the purpose of pre- and post- 

testing in order to collect research data and educate participants. 

Health Promotion Program Questionnaire - a seven item posttest 

instment developed by the researcher in order to evaluate the subjects' 

assessment of program effectiveness (see Appendix D-4) . 
Health Risk Analysis (HRA) - a questionnaire developed by the 

Center for Health Promotion and Education, Centers for Disease Control 

(CDC) , a U. S. government agency in Atlanta, Georgia. Its purpose was 

to measure appraised health age and achievable health age, to identify 

health risks, and recommend behavior change for risk reduction. The 

appraised health age in this research served as a measure of risk 

reduction change (see Appendix D-1). 

La Crosse Lutheran Hospital (LLH) - a 450 bed hospital facility 

located in La Crosse, Wisconsin. 

La Crosse Lutheran Hospital Auxiliary - an organization affiliated 

with LLH which meets eight times a year and serves the interests of the 

hospital and the comity. 

P.L.U.S. Workbook - a booklet published by the Bureau of Health 

Education, Kansas Department of Health and Environment intended as a 



supplementary aid for the people of Kansas involved in the PLUS 

Program (Program to Lower Utilization of Services). Its use enabled 

tli3 individual to assess lifestyle, chart progress made during 

iritervention programs, and to re-assess as warranted, Its purpose in 

this study was to augment the workshop sessions and to aid in 

motivation and reinforcement by giving experimental subjects a device 

they could use at home. 

Self-esteem - a personal judgment of worthiness as measured by 
the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (SEI) . 

Risk factors - precursors of disease which threaten the health of 
an individual rendering him or her subject to disease, disability or 

death. 

Risk reduction - the lowering of susceptibility to given precursors 

of disease which threaten the health of an individual rendering him or 

1 he subject to disease, disability or death. 

Wellness - "The daily striving for the goal of becoming healthier 

th ough ongoing assessment, intervention, and reinforcement" (Gilmore, 

19-9, p. 12). 

ivellness behaviors - health practices involving at least the areas 

( of physical fitness , nutritional awareness, stress management, environ- 
/ mi ~tal sensitivity, and self-responsibility which reduce health risks 

I acri enhance positive health habits. 

Wellness Index - a 70 item questionnaire containing four self- 

ontained components of Travis and Ryan's complete 12 section Wellness 

ndex and used to measure wellness behaviors (see Appendix D-2) . 



Introduction 

Opinions and practices regarding the health of the human being 

have been widespread and diversified. The Western approach toward 

health often sought to identify :I single cause, single effect for good 

or ill health. Jonas (1979) described this as a "mechanical approach1' 

toward care and treatmen's, a practice that was attributed to the 

seventeenth century thinking of a French philosopher, Rene' Descartes . 
i I Descartes maintained the belief that the mind/spirit had no affect on 

the physical body. Others believed the practices in Western society 

were a result of the Industrial Revolution (Leer, 1980; Knowles 1977). 

Knowles stated that the "engineering approach to the human machine was 

then strengthened by the germ theory of disease.. .The idea was simple.. . 
one gem.. .one disease . .one therapy" (p. 58). 

Current beliefs frequently oppose the body/mind duality philosophy 

(Jonas, 1979; Leer, 1980; Knowles, 1977; Curtis and Detert, 1981). 

This has led to the evolution of new strategies regarding health. A 

search of the literature by the researcher focused on some current 

evolving strategies which seek to enhance a person's level of health 

and well-being through changes in behgvior. They will be presented 

under the following categories: 1) Emergence of the Wellness Concept, 

2) Health Promotion for Risk Reductiori and Health Enhancement, 



3) Self -esteem Assessment and Behavior Adjustment, 4) Program Designs 

and Educational Strategies for Use with Adult Populations. 

Emergence of the Wellness Coricept 

Primary prevention, hereafter referred to as prevention, can be 

defined as the avoidance of a negative event (Gilmore, 1980). In terms 

of health care, persons can often avoid negative events such as 

disease, disability, and death through interventive action which 

obstructs their occurrence. This interventive action can include 

immunization, personal hygiene, proper nutrition, stress management, 

and other practices of good health behavior. Jonas (1979) defined 

primary prevention as measures which seek to prevent any appearance 

of disease. 

Prevention made major advances late in the nineteenth century and 

midway in the twentieth century (Surgeon General, 1979). Prevention 

had emerged as a result of sanitary reforms and vaccinatio~s against 

disease. Emphasis on prevention declined during the 1950s and 1960s. 

At that time an increase in chronic disease led the scientific 

c o m i t y  to focus on treatment and cure. This was due to the lack of 

infonnation regarding their causes. 

Wellness is representative of strategies which seek to enhance 

the positive. Its greatest objective is to enhance the quality of 

health and well-being through specific positive behaviors which can be 

incorporated into a persont s lifestyle. 

lvellness was first discussed in 1957. It was introduced by 

Halbert L. Dunn during a series of brief lectures. His book containing 



those lectures conceptualized wellness as a philosophy, a model, and 

a process (Dunn, 1961). Interest in wellness did not surface publicly 

until 1977 when Donald Ardell, John Travis, and others began writing 

successful publications describing the wellness concept. lvellness has 

been identified through a number. of definitions which follow: 

. . .an integrated method of functioning which is oriented 
toward maximizing the potential of which the individual is 
capable within the environment where he is functioning 
(Dunn, 1961, p. 9). 

High level wellness is an alternative to doctors, drugs, and 
disease. It is a lifestyle approach to realizing your best 
potentials for physical health, emotional serenity and zest 
{or living, and mental peace through clarity of purpose 
(Ardell, 1979, p. i). 

Wellness is the integration of body, mind and spirit--the 
appreciation that everything you do, and think, and feel, 
and believe has an impact on your state of health. Wellness 
is a way of life--a lifestyle you design to achieve your 
highest potential for well-being (Travis & Ryan, 1981, p. 1). 

. . .it refers to a level of physical fitness and physical- 
emotional harmony that affords maximum resistance to disease 
and supports a sustained joy in living. In this state of 
highly developed well-being, all yGur body's mechanisms for 
preventing disease, repairing damage, and fighting infection 
remain poised to work at their best when and if needed 
(Bloomfield 6 Kory, 1978, pp. 20-21). 

Regardless of the definition pref e~red, all complement  low^ s 

(1968) description of the eight basic needs cf human beings. These 

eight basic needs are life, safety and security, belongingness and 

affection, respect and self-respect, and self-actualization. He stated 

that one's inner nature must be "permitted to guide our life that we 

grow healthy, fruitful, and happy" (p. 4) . Self-actualization can be 

placed at the extreme right on the "wellness continuum" as described in 

Chapter 1. This can occur while one moves along the wellness continuum. 



Growth is representative of the wellness model located to the right on 

the continuum. The center of the continuum represents average health, 

while the left side represents the treatment model. Placed to the 

extreme right on the wellness model is self -actualization. Self - 

actualization can be described as optimum wellness. 

Wellness definitions are also consistent with the definition of 

health established by the World Health Organization (IVHO) in 1958. 

This was one year prior to Dunn's intsoduction to wellness. The 

preamble to the constitution for WHO stated that health is, "A state 

of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely 

the absence of disease or an infirmity." It indicated progressive 

attitudes and foresight on the part of WHO. 

Ardell (1979) described wellness as an integrated approach to 

total well-being and suggested five dimensions. These five dimensions 

were: physical fitness, nutritional awareness, stress management, 

environmental sensitivity, and self -responsibility. All five 

dimensions represent wellness behaviors that should be incorporated 

into a person's lifestyle. Traditional treatment should also be given 

to existing illness. Avoidanceof illness and prolonged living can be 

considered the fringe benefits of involvement in the wellness process. 

The true objective of wellness is to enhance the quality of life 

through activities that are designed to continually improve the state 

of one's physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being 

(Bills, 1980) . 



Health Promotion for Health Enhancement 

Health promotion can be understood in terms of health information, 

health education, and health maintenance as a strategy for emphasis on 

improvement in health and well-being (Behrens, 1979). It represents 

efforts which are designed to employ prevention and promote wellness 

behaviors. The necessity of this is evident by life years lost before 

the age of 75 that can be linked to lifestyle habits (see Figure 1). 

As indicated in the figure, more than fifty percent of desths can be 

directly related to lifestyle. Lifestyle habits can be modified. If 

improvements in health habits and behavior occurs, a direct impact 

toward control of the nation's leading health problems will result 

(Knowles, 1977). 

Leading causes of death in the United States are heart disease, 

cancer, stroke, and accidents. Other major causes of death include 

diabetes, cirrhosis of the liver, arteriosclerosis, and suicide. 

(see Table 1). Many of the early deaths due to these causes can be 

prevented (Surgeon General, 1979; Knowles, 1977). Some cannot. Some 

are influenced by genetic and environmental factors (see Figure 1). 

These factors can-influence a person's susceptability to some of the 

common chronic diseases such as certain cancers, heart disease, lung 

disease, and diabetes. However, the emphasis here is not on the risk 

and disease beyond our control. The emphasis is instead on the types 

of chronic diseases which are preventable and the meaqs by which they 

may be prevented. 

The effect of lifestyle behavior variables on chronic disease and 

death have been researched. The research efforts of Breslow and 



FIGURE 1 

PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION OF THE CONTRIBWING FAmORS OF bERTAL1TY 
TO THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF 'IHE IlEALTH FIELD 

Ten Leading Causes of Death Among the Total 
Population 1+ Years of Age, U. S. A. 1977 

Total Hortality Life Years Lost 
W Y-ra of Age 

Life Years Lost 
Before Age 75 Before Age 65 

of Health and Hman Sewlceel Ten k a d i n g  Causes of Death in the 



Cause 

TABLE 1 

TEN LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH 

WKCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY CAUSE 

TOTAL POPULATION 1+ YEARS OF AGE 

U. S. A., 1377 

Heart Disease 

Cancer 

Cerebrovascular Disease 

All  Other Accidents 

Influenza & Pneumonia 

Motor Vehicle Accidents 

Diabetes 

Cirrhosis of Liver 

Arteriosclerosis 

Suicide 

No. of 
Deaths 

Rate Per 
100,000 

U. S. Department of Health and Human Services: Ten Leading Causes of 
Death in the United States. 1977. 



I Enstron~ (1980) are among the most noted studies. Their study lasted 
! 

for nine and one-half years and explored the relationship of seven 

personal health practices and subsequent mortality. A survey of 6,928 

, adults was completed in 1965 and another in 1974. The seven health 

practices explored were: 1) never smoking cigarettes, 2) regular 

physical activity, 3) moderate or no use of alcohol, 4) seven to eight 

hours sleep regularly, 5) maintaining proper weight, 6) eating break- 

fast, 7) not eating between meals. The results indicated that the 

mortality of meri who practiced all of the seven practices was 28% that 

of men who followed only three habits or fewer. In women the mortality 

of those practicing all seven behaviors was 43% of those practicing 

three habits or fewer. The difference in life expectancy of more than 

11 years occurred in men following six to seven health practices. In 

women the increased life expectancy was seven years for those following 

six to seven health practices. The data supported the conclusion that 

longevity is favored for persons who follow good health practices 

(Breslow 6 Enstrom, 1980). 

"There is a rapidly growing scientific and professional concensus 

that risk factor intervention should be intensively explored as a way 

of maintaining and improving health during the present era" (Breslow, 

1978, p. 449). A nwnber of lifestyle variables have been implicated 

in increasing the risk for chronic disease. Among them is inadequate 

dietary habits. Improper diet can increase the risk of heart disease, 

stroke, cancer, adult-onset diabztes, and arteriosclerosis. 

Modification in dietary fat intake may reduce the risk for heart 

disease and stroke. "Americans who have been consuming high fat diets 



should attempt to reduce serum cholesterol by changing eating 

patterns" (Surgeon General, 1979, p. 130). Premature heart disease 

and stroke is associated with elevated blood cholesterol levels. 

The Surgeon General's Report indicated that heart attacks are five 

times more frequent in persons aye 35 to 44 who have cholesterol 

levels above 265 than in persons whose levels are below 220. The 

lower the blood cholesterol, the less the likelihood of heart disease. 

The cholesterol in the blood can be deposited on the walls of the 

arteries resulting in a gradually thickening of the walls due to 

"plaques." This reduces the blood flow to the heart, brain and other 

parts of the body. 

The cholesterol carrying substances in the blood, lipoproteins, 

have been found to play an important role in atherosclerotic disease 

(Surgeon General, 1979) . The low-density lipoproteins (LDL) appear 
to accelerate cholesterol deposits while high-density lipoproteins 

(HDL) appears to be protective. Dietary modifications may increase 

the ratio of HDL to LDL possibly aiding in the reduction of heart 

disease. The Surgeon General recommended increased consumption of 

vegetables, fish, and white meat and a decrease in the consumption 

of red meat. 

High dietary salt intake may increase the incidence of hyper- 

tension (high blood pressure), particularly in susceptible individuals. 

Hypertension increases the risk of stroke by promoting the athero- 

sclerotic process in the arteries which supply the brain and contribute 

to the rupture of blood vessels in the brain. It also increases the 

risk of heart disease. The Framingham Study in Massachuse:ts indicated 



that men between the ages of 45 to 64 with blood pressures above 160/95 

have three times the heart disease rate of men with blood pressure under 

140/95 (Surgeon General, 1979). The incidence of stroke is three times 

more likely to develop in persons whose systolic pressure is above 160 

than in persons whose systolic pressures are under 140. A reduction in 

salt take may be beneficial. The Surgeon General suggested a reduction 

in salt intake through prudent use in cooking and avoidance of foods 

high in salt and sodium content. 

Excess weight is associated with elevated blood cholesterol, 

hypertension, and high blood sugar. Hamilton and Whitney (1979) 

reported that obesity occurs in over 10 percent of school-age children 

in the United States. It occurs in 15 percent of people under the age 

of 30 and in 25 to 30 percent of adults. 'That is more than 50 percent 

of the total population. Adult onset diabetes is associated 1~1th 

excess weight. Dietary habits are of particular importance in the 

control of diabetes. Persons with diabetes are more prone to heart 

attack and strokes than nondiabetics, and the risk of atherosclerotic 

diseases is also greater (Surgeon General, 1979). 

Information is incomplete, and the strength of the relationship 

between cancer and the diet must await the outcome of current studies 

(U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1980). However, 

variations in rates of cancers may relate to the differences found in the 

diet (Surgeon General, 1979). This belief is based upon research done 

with laboratoxy animals and research comparing the American diet to that 

of other countries. Studies researching the effect of fiber in the diet 



have cited evidence that an increase in the intake of fiber could 

afford protection of cancer of the colon and reduce the chance of 

diverticulitis and hemorroids (Surgeon General, 1979; McAuliffe, 1979). 

Alcohol consumption is associated with cirrhosis of the liver. 

Its use is also associated with cancer of the liver, esophagus, larynx, 

and oral cavity. Vitamin deficiency can result from excess use of 

alcohol. In addition alcohol use is laiown as the greatest risk facto-r 

for automobile accidents (Surgeon General, 1979) . 
Dietary information important to risk reduction and health 

enhancement was contained in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 

published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the U. S. 

Department of Health and Human Services (1980). These guidelines 

suggested adherance to the following: 1) eat a variety of foods, 

2) maintain ideal weight, 3) avoid too much fat, saturated fat, and 

cholesterol, 4) eat foods with adequate starch and fiber, 5) avoid too 

much sugar, 6) avoid too much sodium, and 7) if you drink alcohol, do 

so in moderation. 

Another risk factor implicated in the occurrence of chronic 

disease was physical inactivity. Paffenbarger (1978) conducted a 

study of 16,963 male alumni of Harvard University between the ages of 

35 and 74. The risk of first heart attack was related inversely to 1 
energy expenditure. Those whose energy expenditure was below 2000 

kilocalories per week were at 64 percent higher risk than those with 

higher energy expenditures. In another study Paffenbarger (1978) I 
conducted a prospective study on 3,616 longshoremen in Pan Francisco. i 



1, There he determined that lower levels of energy expenditure predicted 

/ increased risk of fatal heart attack and stroke. He concluded that 

I "sedentary living takes its toll largely through heart disease and 

I strokett (p. 12). 
j 

i Simonelli and Eaton (1978) reviewed 63 research efforts and 

epidemiological evidence that had appeared in medical publications and 

reported their findings. Among the research reported was the ongoing 

study of men and women in the Framingham, Massachusetts study. The 

results over a ten-year period found that active persons had a lower 

incidence of fatal coronary artery disease than sedentary persons. 

Another study had examined the death certificates from employees of 

the London Transport System. The incidence of coronary insufficiency, 

myocardial infarction, and death from coronary artery disease was found 

to be one and one-half times higher for bus drivers than for bus 

conductors. The sedentary job of bus driver had placed a greater risk 

on those individuals than those employed as bus conductors, a more 

active job. 

Findings relating to the inside diameter of coronary arteries, 

referred to as caliber, were reviewed by the researcher. As discussed 

earlier, the build up of plaques in the arteries has led to the incidence 

of heart disease and stroke. Studies have indicated that regular 

physical exercise can reduce the incidence of heart disease and stroke, 

not by reducing the build up of plaque, but by increasing the caliber 

of the arteries. This was evidenced by the findings of Currens and 

White (1961) who recorded the cliaical and autopsy findings of 



Clarence DeMar, a champion marathn runner who had continued his 

rigorous physical training for forty-nine years. He had died of cancer 

at the age of 65. Atherosclerosis of the coronary artery was present 

tc a mild degree, but the caliber of the coronary arteries of the heart 

were larger than would be expected Tor a man of his age. Other research 

on the caliber of coronary arteries was made by-Rose and his associates 

(1967). Their study compared the coronary caliber between groups of 

active and heavy workers and groups of light workers. The caliber 

increased with age in both groups. At corresponding ages, the arteries 

of the active and heavy worker group were significantly larger than 

those of the light worker group. 

Studies reviewed by McAuliffe (1979) as well as.those reviewed by 

Simonelli and Eaton (1978) indicated that increased amounts of high- 

density lipoproteins occurred as a result of the regular exercise 

training. This was evidence of metabolic improvements. Simonelli and 

Eaton stated that the inverse relationship between physical fitness and 

coronary artery disease was evidenced in a numbs,. of studies. The 

evidence on both the cardiovascular and metabolic effects of physical 

training led them to conclude: 

In view of the evidence cited, we feel it is difficult to 
postpone acceptance of the attractive hypothesis that mild 
to moderate regular exercise can appreciably lower morbidity 
and mortality from coronary artery disease (p. 76). 

Other benefits of physical fitness include a reduction in the risk 

toward obesity and its related diseases (U. S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, 1980). A reduction in body weight and an increase in 

lean body mass can occur as a result of therapeutic regimens. 



Physiological benefits of exercise have been documented. Other 

research efforts have sought documentation of the psychological 

bexefits. One research effort addressed the effect of running as a 

tl eatment for depression (Greist, et. al., 1978). Twenty-eight men 

and women were randomly assigned to groups. One group participated 

in running as treatment for three times a week for 45 to 60 minutes. 

The other group received the traditional therapy. Running was found 

to be more effective in the treatment of non-psychotic depressions. 

The stress response is another behavior that appears to play a 

critical role in disease. Stress is known as an emergency reaction 

to an event (Benson, 1975). This has been labeled as the "flight ~r 

fightvv response. The changes occurrhg within the body include 

increased blood pressure, increased heart rate, increased rate of 

breathing and body metabolism, and marked increases in the blood flow 

to the major muscles of the body. It is believed that the more often 

this response is activated, the more likely the chance of developing 

hypertension or other cardiovascular disorders (Benson, 1975) . 
According to the Surgeon General (1979), tlstress can be related 

to cardiovascular disease and deaths, gastrointestinal disorders, and 

other diseases and physical health problems as well as much mental 

illnessvv (p. 135). The U. S. Department of Health and Human Services 

stated that a relationship also exists between stress and drug abuse, 

accidents, and cancer. It was reported that unmanaged stress plays a 

major role in death by suicide, as well. (1980). 

The role of emotional stress in the development of heart disease 

was addressed in.a report by Buell and Eliot (1979). They stated that 



the evidence is impressive suggesting that stress in the form of 

< psycho social conflict, emotions, and patterns of behavior can and do 

play an important role in the pathogenesis of certain types of cardio- 

vascular diseases" (p. 365). Unlike investigations using human beings 

as subjects, those which use laboratory animals can be completed within 

a controlled environment.. They stated that drawing parallels were 

limiting. However, the highly controlled animal experiments had 

documented a variety of diseases. They were hypertension, renal 

failure, accelerated atherosclerosis, coronary insufficiency, myocardial 

infarction, and sudden death. Despite the current limitations of 

research regarding stress management, Buell and Eliot believed that 

"experimental animal data indisputably link psychosocial stress to 

cardiovascular diseasew (p. 365). The suggestion was made that the same 

Ray be operating in human beings. The relationship of stress and hyper- 

tension was particularly noted. Based on the evidence, they believed 

that attention should be given to a number of factors within the 

behavior and environment of the individual. Those factors which 

warranted consideration werc the perception of life events by the 

individual, a measurement of the amount of stress induced by life 

events, assessment of coping mechanisms and other counterbalancing 

forces, and utilization of more effective testing systems for use in 

investigations. 

Suggestions with which to alter the improper stress response were 

reported by the Surgeon General (1979). Some factors, particularly 

those within the environment, can be altered or eliminated. For 

example, it may require an improvement in the work setting. Altering 



the environment might also be made by increasing one's sense of 

community with other people, and by improving one's sense of purpose. 

In addition coping skills should be enhanced. 

i Curtis and Detert (1981) stated that effective use of relaxation 

techniques can be of value in counteracting the harmful effects of 

1 stress. They would term the above suggestions by the Surgeon General 

I as diversions. Diversions are activities that direct attention away 

from stress inducers. Use of relaxation techniques do not do the same 

thing. Relaxation is a "systematic means of inducing a physiological 

I response that is the opposite of the stress response" (p. 53). 

1 People who practice relaxation exercises approach life 
[ events in a more relaxed manner, don't overreact as often, 
I and return to balance more rapidly. Relaxation keeps the 
i autonomic nervous and endocrine systems functioning within 

reasonable limits (p. 48). 
! 
I 
I Environmental sensitivity as a behavior to be cultivated, can 
I 

: enhance the methods applied toward prevention of cancer. Through 
I 

environmental sensitivity, the individual becomes more atuned to factors 

regarding his or her physical, social, and personal environment 

(&dell, 1979). Through this acute sensitivity, the individual is 

equipped to employ trio types of prevention with regard to cancer. One 

type of prevention is to limit one's exposure to cancer-causing 

substances, and a second type of prevention is the early detection and 

treatment of cancer (Surgeon General, 1979). The Surgeon General stated 

that these types of prevention can obstruct the incidence of "many, 

perhaps even most, premature deaths due to cancer" (p. 67). 

Some forms of cancer involve the physical and social environment. 

The risk to sane of these forms can be rca~,iuced by eliminating one's 



exposure to cigarette smoking, radiation, sunlight, occupational 

hazaards, and water and air pollution. A person who is sensitive to 

the personal environment can apply the second type of prevention which 

is early detection and trertment. Cancer of the breast, the colon and 

rectum, the prostate, cervical cancer, and urinary bladder cancer can 

all respond to early detection and treatment. As indicated earlier, 

fat in the diet has been related to cancer of the breast, and increased 

fiber in the diet may be a factor relating to cancers of the colon and 

rectum. However, the evidence is scanty. Not enough is h o ~ m  about 

the causes of many of these cancers, and often the best alternative 

available is early detection and treatment (Surgeon Generdl, 1979). 

A major key to prevention lies in reducing the smoking of 

cigarettes (Surgeon General, 1979). The Surgeon General's report on 

Smoking and Health listed numerous cancers relating to the smoking of 

cigarettes. It was stated that "cigarette smoking is causally related 

to lung cancertt and that it is a "significant causative factortt for 

the development of cancer of the larynx and oral cavity (pp. 16-17). 

It is a "causal factorw in the development of cancer of the esophagus, 

and a "significant associationtt exists between -making and bladder 

cancer (p. 17). It is "associated" with cancer of the kidney and 

"relatedtt to cancer of the pancreas (p. 17). 

Self-responsibility is a key issue in risk reduction and behavior 

change. Ardell (1979) stated that people need a strong sense of 

"personal accountabilitytt for their health in order to avoid high-risk 

behaviors: 



... over 99 percent of us are born healthy and made sick as a 
result of personal misbehavior and environmental conditions. 
The solution to the problems of ill health in modern American 
society involves individual responsibility. . . (Knowles, 1977, p. 58) . 

Travis and Ryan (1981) defined self-responsibility through a nmber of 

positive phrases. To them self-responsibility meant: 

Thing in to your own inner patterns--emotional and physical--and 
recognizing signals your body is giving you ... enjoying your body 
through nutrition and exercise and physical awareness.. .engaging 
in projects that are meaningful to you, being supportive of others 
and respecting your environment (pp. 3-4). 

Lifestyle habits can be controlled, but it will take effort and 

a sense of personal responsibility on the part of the individual to 

[ modify his or her behavior. Knowles (1977) believed that the 

knowledge. Parkinson and her associates (1982) affirmed this belief 

with the following statement: 

Clearly people have a choice. They can, through ignorance 
or apathy, perpetuate poor health habits that continue to 
exact a high toll in chronic disease and premature death, or 
they can make changes that will improve their health, no 
matter how bad it may be, and reduce risk factors. But 
people often need motivation and help in learning how to take 
care of themselves (p. 7). 

Self-esteem Assessment and Behavior Adjustment 

People define who they are by their self-esteem (Jourard 8 

Landsman, 1980): In so doing they are making a committment to 

continue to behave like the persons they believe themselves to be. 

Jourard and Landsman held the opinion that because self-esteem has a 

"powerful influence upon our experience and action, it follows that 

anything or any person who influences what we believe to be true or 



possible for ourselves will have a powerful influence upon our lives" 

(p. 187). If this is true, the efficacy of self-esteem in health 

promotion is considerable. 

The significance of self-esteem in education has received extensive 

research over the last 25 years. This research has included school age 

groups from kindergarten and elementary grades through high school and 

college-age students. The accepted conclusion was that self -esteem was 

indeed a significant factor in influencing academic success or failure 

(Coopersmith, 1967 ; Menze, 1977). One's expectation to succeed pre- 

ceded success. I'f failure was expected, failure often resulted. The 

successful student viewed himself or herself as capable or able to 

achieve. He/she had confidence that his/her efforts would result in 

fav~rable conclusions (Coopersmith, 1967). On the other hand, the 

underachiever viewed himself/herself as less able to achieve necessary 

tasks. These students were less eager to learn, less confident, and 

less ambitious than the successful student. 

Much of the research regarding self-esteem and specific health 

behaviors were initiated due to the interest in the body/mind relation- , 
ship. Following the completion of research studies, both Collingwood , 

I 

(1972) and Dickerson (1978) reported that changes in the body state may 

profoundly influence change in the mental state. Their research is 

supported by others which have examined the effect of physical 

conditioning on mental health, personality, and self-esteem. Several 

are included in the review which follows. 



A study conducted by McGowen an his associates (1974) examined 

the effects of a cardiovascular fitness program on low self-esteem 

boys. A significant increase in self-esteem was reported in those 

subjects who participated in a special running training program. No 

increase occurred in the control group subjects who had no formal 

physical education activity. 

Collingwood's study (1972) involved male residents at a large 

rehabilitation facility. Pairs were matched according to behavioral 

and emotional difficulties and the need for physical training. One 

male frm each pair was randomly selected a ~ d  assigned to the experi- 

mental group. The others comprised the control group which received 

the standard rehabilitation service. The experimental group received 

physical training which consisted of endurance and cardiovascular work, 

strength exercises, and agility drills. The experimental subjects 

demonstrated statistically significant increase in self-esteem over +'.,e 

control group. This research supported previous research by Collingwood 

and Willett (1971) which studied the effects of physical trhining on 

self-esteem and body attitude in obese male teenagers. Statistically 

significant increases in self-esteem occurred as well as in body 

attitude. Collingwood concluded that the development of integrated and 

healthy behavior can result from mind and body unity. 

Other studies have corroborated these findings. Among them was 

research conducted by Clower (1978) which examined the interrelation- 

ships of physical fitness, movement concept, and self-esteem in college 

women. A correlati~n was found between movement concept and self-esteem. 



Also self-esteem in low fitness subjects was improved by an enhanced 

movement concept. A significant correlation for fitness and self- 

esteem was observed only for a post-treatment group. Clower reported 

that the relationship of self -esteem-certainty and fitness was 

strengthened. 

Hylyer and Mitchell (1979) reported on the positive effects of 

physical fitness activity on self-esteem. Following a ten week 

program, statistically significant gain was measured in subjects who 

had followed a program which combined physical fitness training and 

long distance running. LOW self-esteem subjects made a statistically 

significant gain in self-esteem following their involvement in a 

physical fitness training and nm-in,o progre'p. plus a coaxseli~g prograii 

designed to increase the effect of the fitness training. High self- 

esteem subjects had no significant gain in self-esteem. Control group 

subjects received no physical fitness trainhg or counseling and had 

no gain in self-esteem. 

Perceived physical fitness was studied by Leonardson during two 

efforts. Both reports indicated a statistically significant correlation 

between perceived physical fitness and self-esteem (Leonardson, 1977; 

Leonardson & Gargiulo, 1978). The first study involved 165 high school 

students and 33 college freshman students. Perceived physical fitness 

was obtained from each group using a self-rating scale. Perceived 

physical fitness and self-esteem scores were significantly but 

moderately correlated. The second study assessed the relationship 

between perceived and actual physical fitness and self-esteem of 11 male 

and 22 female college freshman students. Perceived physical fitness and 



self-esteem were significantly correlated in this study as well. 

However, actual physical performance and self-esteem were not 

significantly correlated. Leonardson and Gargiulo concluded that 

perceived physical fitness as a viable aspect of self-esteem warranted 

further study. 

The effects of running as treatment for non-psychotic depression 

was found to be effective in a research study conducted by Greist and 

his associates (1978). They urged caution.be taken regarding the anti- 

depressive effects of running, however, they felt that aspects of 

running could be beneficial. A factor they considered to be of 

importance was that "rn-ing improves physical health, appearance and 

body image with cnncmitant ir-crezses in self-zccept?,xeW (p. 23). 

The previously described research studies lend credence to many of 

today's popular reports describing the effects of running on the mental 

health of running enthusiasts. Fixx (1977) gathered coments regarding 

psychological benefits of running from several participants. He stated 

that many people discovered a decrease in anxiety and had positive 

feelings about themselves and their bodies. One runner reported 

"complete unification of body and mind" (p. 18). Another report on 

running described Jose Arizaga, a medical physician and a marathon 

runner (Rascoe, 1977). He had stated that %any times, I suggest my 

patients begin jogging as a method of therapy. It really gives you a 

feeling of accomplishment and helps your self-image. Jogging is good 

for you both physically and mentally" (p. 36). Kostrubala (1976) 

believed that running was an extremely useful therapeutic tool in the 



treatment of depression for his psychiatric patients. It initiated 

effective temporary interruption of the depression without the 

introduction of medication. 

Another report supporting the belief that jogging enhances mental 

health through improved self-image and self-esteem was written by 

Glasser (1976). He also described the effects of meditation in similcr 

terms. Both meditation and running can lead persons to a "positive 

addiction" state. Both increase the inner strength of the individual 

thus elevating the individual's joy and effectiveness. Running and 

meditation can help to produce a %on-self critical state" in the 

individual (p. 76) . 
A review of the literature supported in the pmise that behavior, 

particularly those within the physical fitness variable of wellness, 

effects of self-esteem. As indicated, participation in physical activity 

has resulted in significant increases in self-esteem. The effect of 
1 

self-esteem on behavior has also been addressed in the literature. I 
Rothfarb (1970) completed a study designed to determine if particular I 

personality characteristics determine the degree to which men voluntarily 

involved themselves in athletics or exercise program. He reported a 

significant difference between the self-esteem scores of exercisers and 

non-exercisers. There was also a statistically siqnificant difference I 
reported between occasional exercisers and non-exercisers. A positive 

I 

relationship was found between self -esteem and the degree of exercise. 

Drug abuse and self-esteem was addressed by Steffenhagen (1977) 

after having researched the personalities of drug abusers on a college 

I 

campus. He arrived at the hypothesis that each of the drug abusers 5 



would show consistently low self-esteem. Each would manifest different 

personality types, but low self-esteem would be the "single common 

denominator" (p. 2). He suggested that "although the group (peer, 

family, etc.) is very important in determining who tries drugs, it is 

the dimension of self-esteem which will be the key factor in determining 

who will be the abuserq1 (p. 2). 

Goodrick (1978) believed that long tern behavior change could be 

assured by improving the self-esteem. He suggested that the organizers 

of intervention programs in prevention and health promotion should then 

take a new approach. Intervention should include behaviors which will 

enhance the self -esteem thus providing positive reinforcement. The 

results according to Goodrick will be long term change and a reduction 

in the relapse rate. "This change in role and self-esteem may be 

critical for maintaining appropriate risk-reducing behaviors" (p. 299). 

Gilmore (1979) also identified self-esteein as an important factor 

in health promotion. He stated that "a high level of self-esteem 

leading to a greater sense of initiative could affect the degree of 

involvement in the wellness process" (p. 13). Its importance would be 

apparent during the assessment and reinforceinent stages. Assessment 

and reinforcement have been identified as important strategies for the 

implementation of wellness behaviors (see section four of this chapter 

to follow). During assessment, the stage at which the individual 

identifies positive and negative health behaviors, a high degree of 

self-esteem could be a factor in one's decision to intervene. During 

reinforcement, a high degree of self-esteem can serve as a reward. 



"People find it difficult to change their behavior, even when it 
I 

is destructive to growth and to health because their self-concepts have 

not alteredtt (Jourard 4 Landsman, 1680, p. 193). Self-esteem is 

developmental and can be changed. Perhaps through research, more can 

be learned about the effects of an alteration in self-esteem on well- 

ness behaviors, 

Program Designs and Educational Strategies 
for Use With Adult Populations 

Positive health behavior can be learned (Knowles, 1977; Bruhn 4 

Cordova, 1977; Parkinson, 1982). Before this can occur however, Bruhn 

and Cordova maintained that four general steps must be addressed. The 

first is that persons must develop an "awareness" about wellness 

behavior from effective role models within their environment. Next, 

ttinformationv' about positive health must be addressed in such a way that 

persons can assess their lifestyles at any given point and make choices 

regarding his or her health based on the assessment. Third, the person 

must be an "active participant" in determining his or her life 

direction and learn to make appropriate choices that will maximize his 

or her wellness potential. Finally, persons need reinforcement in the 

practice of their wellness behavior. These steps are consistent with 

Gilmoret s (1979) strategy for implementation of wellness . His strategy 
consisted of assessment, intervention, and reinforcement. Parkinson 

and her associates (1982) also supported the use of assessment, inter- 

vention and reinforcement strategies. Knowles (1977) confinned their 

value by stating that in order to change human behavior the required 

message needed to be sustained, repeated, and reinforced through peers 
i 
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and other "clearly perceived rewards which materialize in as short 

time as possible" (p. 60). 

An examination of educational designs for adults has shown evidence 

that these are important ingredients for successful programing. The 

described programs which follow are based on the premise that wellness 

behaviors can be learned, and to do so assessment, intervention, and 

reinforcement must occur. 

Another introductory point is the belief held by Bruhn and Cordova 

(1977) that an understanding of wellness behaviors as a process must 

come from a number of disciplines. No single theory or definition 

provides a complete background for its understanding and practice. 

Several components are required. "One is personal growth; another 

internal control; and still another is knowledgeability about health 

related activities and habits" (p. 212). A review of literature 

indicated that many program designs for adults' emphasize only a single 

component. Several emphasize knowledge of health-related activities 

and habits. Knowles (1977) stated that knowledge is fundamental to all 

attempts at changing health behavior. 

"Project Lifet1 was sponsored by the Sauk Prairie Memorial Hospital 

in Prairie Du Sac, Wisconsin under the direction of John A. McAuliffe, 

M. D. (Mduliffe, 1979). One of its goals was the development of a 

cost-effective and practical health promotion program which could be 

adapted for use in other area. I1Project Lifet1 was developed by 

McAuliffe and promoted by a five county Health Planning Council in 

Wisconsin as a demonstration program for other groups interested in the 

presentation of a health education program. The program included 



medical screening and testing at the beginning of the program and 

incorporated follow-up testing at three month, six month, and one year 

intervals. Eight weekly sessions were designed to deal with the 

following topics: 1) lifestyle and risk factors, 2) exercise, 

3) nutrition, 4) smoking, 5) stress, 6) health monitoring and screening, 

7) alcohol, and 8) drug abuse. Sessions lasting one and one-half 

hours included questions and answers, a movie pertinent to the topic, 

discussion of the issues, flexibility exercises, and one half hour of 

walk/run group exercises. 

The Bureau of Health Education of the Kansas Department of Health 

and Environment designed a risk reduction program to be implemented in 

various settings throughout the state (Lockhart, 1980). The development 

of the "Kansas PLUS Program (Erogram to Lower Utilization of =ices)" 

began in 1977 and was originally intended for use in business and 

industry. However, its use has extended to other ccmununity groups 

including persons in retirement comunities, social organizations, and 

student groups. The program was designed to first identify precursors 

to chronic diseases through health and physical fitness assessment and 

lifestyle appraisal. The next step was to supply persons with the 

"information, incentive, opportunity and support necessary to change the 

potentially damaging lifestyle." This was to be done through a series 

of intervention programs designed for the individual. The interventions 

emphasized the following health risks: 1) poor physical fitness, 

2) excess weight, 3) smoking, 4) poor dietary habits, 5) accident risks, 

6) stress, 7) alcohol abuse. 



"The Freedom to be Lifewise" Program was developed by the 

Samaritan Health Service in Phoenix, Arizona (Bellingham, 1980). Their 

programs covered fitness, risk education, nutrition, emotional well- 

being, drug decisions, occupational enrichment, and management of 

stress. Businss and industry was the population targeted to receive 

its benefits. Incorporated into their strategy was the belief that 

people should be "free to make more informed choices about positive 

health practicestt (p. 1) . The program incorporated assessment, 
counseling, intervention, and evaluation. The counseling process 

included reviews of "subjective and objective" assessment, goal 

setting, and development of "personalized step -by-step programs .It 

Moses (1979) recommended the use of "tra5nerstt in industrial 

settings. A trainer was regarded as a tlchange agenttt who teaches 

people new techniques and aids them to identify the impact new 

techniques will have on their lives. Moses believed the professional 

background of trainers sensitize them to detect "patternst' by which 

people operate and how that pattern affects a personst level of health. 

She described five methods that trainers can utilize in order to 

promote wellness. The first was a recognition of a trainer's own 

pattern and the ability to model wellness behavior. In addition 

trainers were to view each person as heal-thy and living effective 

?iires, The next step was to aid them in the recognition of their own 

patterns of livLng. Video equipment and tape recorders were suggested 

as resource aids. A third method wag to aid participants in evaluation 

of their patterns in order to identify those that work and those changes 

that might be appropriate. A fourth method was to sid persons in 



1 realizing the impact of potential changes on their level of health, 

and on their pattern of operation. The final method suggested was to 

explore options. A trainer would not judge the rights or wrongs of 

patterns of behavior. They would instead aid in motivating people and 

help them identify wider ranges in their potential. 

Sorenson (1979) proposed adherence to a "lifelong investiture 

wellness program" which contained the following six components: 

1) increased self-awareness, 2) proper utilization of consumer health 

knowledge, 3) adequate nutrition, 4) continual cardiovascular physical 

conditioning, 5) stress reduction, and 6) life-long professional health 

monitoring. By investing in each of the six areas with sound integrated 

and sustained practice, an individual can "progress toward optimum 

wellness, increased life expectancy, and reduced medical care cost" 

(P. 20). 

Parkinson and her associates (1982) identified eight topics 

necessary to comprise a total health intervention program. These were: 

1) high blood pressure control, 2) smoking control, 3) drug/alcohol 

abuse control, 4) weight control and nutrition education, 5) exercise/ 

physical fitness, 6) early cancer detection, 7) accident prevention/ 

self-protection measures against environmental and other health hazards 

at the workplace, and 8) stress management. Parkinson and her associates 

believed these to be the ideal in program planning. They did i~dicate 

that time constraints and needs could limit the topics to a selection 

of one or more. 

The efforts of research have addressed a number of educational 

strategies in order to determine their effectiveness and possible 



I lecture, individual instruction, media and audio visual usage, 

1 programmed learning skill development, group discussion, behavior 

modification, and role modeling. The value of the lecture method has 

been confirmed through research efforts, but it has not been designated 

as superior to the other methods (Green, et. al., 1980). Green and his 

associates conducted an extensive review of this research and concluded 

1 that the best efforts for education incorporate numerous strategies. 

I They stated that the wise educator will explore the options and i 
1 implement a mmber of strategies. He or she may be more effective 

I using this approach rather than to continue use of only those strategies 

to which they have become accustomed. They should also bear in mind 

that strategies which worked under one set of circumstances will not 

necessarily work for another. Parkinson and her associates (1982) 

endorsed this viewpoint by suggesting use of a combination of 

educational and behavioral methods. They suggested that strategies 

which were effective at initiating changes in behavior may or may not 

be effective for the maintenance of that behavior. 

Green and his associates (1980) identified three factors which 

help to facilitate long lasting change and are important to health 

education. Those were predisposing factors, enabling factors, and 

reinforcing factors. This was consistent with the beliefs presented 

by Gilmore (1979) and Bruhn and Cordova (1977) regarding assessment, 

intervention and reinforcement. Green and his associates identified 

predisposing factors as those "attitudes beliefs, values, and 

perceptions" that can improve or restrict persons' motivation for 



changed behavior (p. 70). It is the rationale or motivation for 

change. Enabling factors are the "skills and resources" required to 

exercise changed health behaviors (p. 75). Skills refer to the 

person's ability to perform the desired action. Resources include 

buildings, personnel, cost, transportation that allow or assist persgns 

with the desired action. "Reinforcing factors are those that determine 

whether health actions are supportedtt (p. 76). They often determine if 

a behavior will continue. An example is the feedback one receives from 

others. 

Educational methods employed may be predisposing, enabling, and/or 

reinforcing. Often the methods overlap, so that they cannot be assigned 

to single factors. However, generally speaking, Itthe predisposing and 

enabling factors are influenced by the following educational methods: 

lecture, one-to-one instruction, mass media, audiovisual aids, 

programmed learning, educational television, skills development, 

sinnilations and games, inquiry learning, group discussion, modeling, 

and behavior modification (Green, et. al., 1980). Educators should 

keep the following in mind: 

Educational strategies that influence predisposing factors 
only will generally have only short-term effects; strategies 
that influence reinforcing factors will have intermediate 
effects. Programs that are designed to influence predisposing, 
reinforcing, and enabling factors will have the greatest pay- 
offs in 1 o n g - G  behavioral changes (Green, et . a1. , 1980, p. 114) . 

It was suggested. that a minimum of three educational strategies be 

selected for use in health programs. 

Parkinson and her associates (1982) identified those methods which 

they felt were appropriate to health education in the corporate setting. 
I 
I 



Their recommendations included: 1) media campaign, which is 

appropriate to the total body of employees; 2) program introduction 

and program recruitment, which is appropriate to large groups; 

3) skill training, self -help, and behavior nodif ication, which is 

appropriate to small groups; 4) learning seminars, which is appropriate 

to small groups; 5) person to person, computer teaching, and workbooks, 

which is appropriate to individual instruction. Audiovisual aids were 

identified as educational materials rather thm educational methods. 

A health promotion program should be tailored to meet the needs of 

its participants, (Parkinson, et. al., 1982) . Included in the program 

is the selection of appropriate educational strategies through which 

assessment, intervention, and reinforcement can take place. .These are 

means through which persons can be aided to implement change. However, 

the educator should bear in mind that he or she is a facilitator. 

Changes in health knowledge and behavior can be achieved only by the 

learner (Lovett , 1978) . 
Changes in behavior must be self -imposed. Healthful behavior 
cannot be produced by ordering it.. .The health "learner" must 
define his own goals and decide how to achieve them within 
his own values, beliefs, and resources (p. 180) . 

It is the function of health promotion "to impart knowledge for the 

purpose of developing the powers of reason and judgment in order to 

help people make their own choices about patterns of living which 

enhance the well functioning of the body and mind (Balog, 1981, p. 461). 

Summary 

A review of the literature examined the role of wellness behavior 

on improvements in health and lifestyle. It examined the value of 



health promotion in risk reduction and health enhancement. It also 

examined self-esteem and reviewed its effect on the behaviors of 

individuals. Finally, it examined program designs and methods which 

m y  affect changed behavior. 

Personal satisfaction, happiness, respect, and confidence 
and onet s self -concept are subjective indices of the quality 
of life. The goal of wellness activities is not to extend 
longevity but rather to improve/change reinforce one's 
perception toward everyday living.. .It is the quality of 
living each day that can be changed through the practice 
of preventive health behaviors and lifestyle. Premature 
death can be prevented, and intervention which focuses on 
health behavior change 3- the long run will have an impact 
upon mortality and morbidity statistics (Bonaguro, 1981, p. 502). 

Those behaviors affecting health are learned and practiced to the 

point that they become habits instilled into a lifetime of choices, 

It is these daily habitual choices that affect one's health and well- . 

being. One's style of life is directly relatd to the conscious choices 

he or she makes (Ardell, 1979). The control of the many health problems 

facing the American public today (as reviewed in the literature) will 

occur through modification of choices one makes resulting in changed 

behavior (Knowles, 1977). 

The review of literature indicated that the opinions and techniques 

toward health promotion may vary somewhat, but a c o m n  thread is 

improved behavior for enhanced health and well-being. All seek an 

effective means through which behavior change can occur so that life- 

styles for the individual may be productive and rewarding. 
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METHODS 

Introduction 

'Iko areas of concern addressed by this research were pursuit of 

wellness behaviors and self-esteem. A health promotton program was 

implemented, and its effects on the participants was studied. This 

chapter examines the method utilized by the researcher in order to 

complete the program and obtain research data. 

Subject Selection 

Groups participating in the study were female members of the 

La Crosse Lutheran Hospital (LLH) Auxiliary, La Crosse, Wisconsin. 

The researcher sought a population of women which represented numerous 

personality types, health behavior patterns, and age variations. A 

population was also sought whose interests and needs could be met. 

Based upon early conversation with Ms. Marilyn McElligott, Director of 

Volunteer Services at LLH, and with the Auxiliary program chairman, it 

appeared that the LLH Auxiliary membership fulfilled these requirements. 

A questionnaire completed prior to the study aided in determining the 

needs and interests of this organization (see Appendix B-2). The 

researcher believed that these hospital Auxilians generally maintained 

benevolent attitudes toward others and had vested interests in the 

health care setting, but it could not be assumed that Auxilians 

personalize and practice positive health behaviors. 



Subjects For study were comprised of Auxiliary women who attended 

a health promotion program on December 9, 1981. At that time they 

complered the Health Risk Analysis, Wellness Index, znd Coopersmith 

Self-esteem Inventory as pretest assessments. All persons in attendance 

at this meeting were invited to participate in four workshop sessions 

scheduled for the months of January and February. Those who accepted 

the invitation and attend two or more of those sessions comprised the 

experimental group. These women numbered 24. Through the use of the 

Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, this group was also subdivided to 

form two additional groups. Those designated high self-esteem experi- 

mental group subjects numbered 13. Those designated low self-esteem 

experimental group subjects numbered 11. Subjects who failed to attend 

any of the workshop sessions comprised the control group which numbered 

11. This group was also subdivided based upon the Coopersmith Self- 

esteem Inventory. Those designated high self-esteem control group 

subjects numbered five. Those designated low self-esteem control 

group subjects numbered six. All of the 35 women completed posttest 

assessments during a final general program on March 4, 1982 or by mail. 

The total attendaxe at the first general session numbered 84. 

There were 49 persons eliminated from study which left 35 remaining as 

subjects. Persons were eliminated for the following reasons: were 

over the age of 75, returned incomplete pretest assessments, failed to 

return posttest assessments, attended one workshop, wintered out of 

state, were men, moved. 



Instrumentation -- 
Subjects were pre- and posttested through the use of rhree 

instruments: 1) the Health Risk Analysis (HRA) 2) the lvellness 

Index (WI), and 3) the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (SEI) . 
A fourth called a Health Promotion Program Questionnaire was used 

during posttesting procedures only. Each instrument is reviewed below. 

The Health Risk Analysis (HRA) was one instrument of choice, for 

it measured the effect of behavior choices on appraised health age. 

A reduction in appraised health age from pre- to posttest was 

indicative of behavior change. It also measured risk probabilities, 

and assessed prospects for good health or ill health in the future. 

All could be factors which might provide incentive for behavior 

change. 

The HRA contained 37 items which required approximately fifteen 

minutes to complete (see Appendix D-1) . Participants supplied 
information an items which related to personal characteristics, 

medical information, family medical history, and lifestyle information. 

This information related to the 12 leading causes of death for age, 

race, and sex in order to dete~niine risk of dying in the next ten years. 

The Center for Health Promotion and Education at the Centers for 

Disease Control (CDC) provided computer processing of the Health Risk 

Analysis data. This resulted in a two-page computer print-out 

indicating each person's appraised health age, appraised risk, and 

probability of dying during the next years. Along with this were 

recommendations for behavior change, as well as achievable health age 



and achievable risk if compliance with the recommended changes occurs. 

A copy of their personal HRA computer print-out was given to each 

participant. It was felt that once identification of risks associated 

with personal lifestyle choices was made, and areas for specific 

behwior change were targeted, participants might then be motivated to 

institute changes for risk reduction and health enhanceinent. Through 

its use, each person could identify strengths and weahesses and then 

draw appropriately needed information from the educational treatment. 

The appraised health age was used by the researcher for statistical 

analysis. The HRA as pretest and posttest assessment measured the 

impact of the educational treatment on behavior change as indicated 

by a change in the appraised health age of subjects. 

Althafer (1980) reported that the CDC began work on the Health 

Risk Analysis in 1977 and gained input from Health and Welfare Canada's 

Health Risk Analysis program, public sector agencies, and consultants 

and scientists from a number of national health organizations. hiajor 

efforts to refine and improve the method used in risk factor 

calculations and causes of mortality was initiated in 1079 with the 

aid of experts from the United States and Canada. According to the 

Centers for Disease Control (1981), the apprised risk was calculated 

by use of risk factors and actuarial estimates of the mean ten year 

probability of death for persons of the same age, race, and sex. 

Althafer (1980) reported that a predictive validity st* is 

presently being conducted by the Human Population Laboratory in Almeda 

County, California and funded by the CDC Center for Health Promotion 



and Education (formerly the Bureau of Health Education). It is a 

retrospective study using hospital data of more than 3000 persons who 

were a part of Lester Breslowts longevity study. Preliminary data has 

indicated that health outcomes can be predicted by the Health Risk 

Analysis. 

A randomized clinical trial was negotiated between the CDC Center 

for Health Promotion and Education and the Veterans Administration 

(Althafer, 1980). This is currently in progress in Durham, North 

Carolina and is a four-year randomized, cross-validating clinical 

trial of the Health Risk Analysis. An appropriate Health Risk Analysis 

will be developed and tested for use with high health risk veterans in 

low income brackets. Other research is supported by the Kellogg 

Foundation and the Public Health Service. 

Althafer (1980) reported that a wide range of research activities 

are currently in process. These include the CDC Employee Lifestyle 

Programs, health fairs, and field trials. The results of these will 

aid h the evaluation of the Health Risk Analysis as an educational 

resource and a research inventory. 

The CDC noted some specific limitations in the HRA that should be 

considered, They are "the inherent limitations of self-selected 

participation, lack of established reliability and validity of the 

questionnaire itself, and the unknown causal and synergistic relation- 

ships of various risks and disease" (Centers for Disease Control, 1981, 

. 134). Althafer (1980) maintained that the emerging data will 

luate the HRA and referred to it as a "high potential health 

cation tool .It 



Wagoner and his associates (1982) conducted a review of the 

Health Hazard Appraisal/Health Risk Analysis through discussions with 

devel.opers and users of the programs. They also examined current 

programs using the assessments. They confirmed the limitations listed 

by the CDC and added others. These additional limitations were 

inaccuracy of "client-supplied datatt and the insufficient scientific 

basis for the specific behavioral recomnendations. Its use with low 

income and minority populations was also questioned. Of further 

concern was the need for substantiation of the belief that Health Risk 

Analysis are efficient for motivating behavior change and that adverse 

effects do not occur as a result of its use. Wagoner and his 

associates confirmed that use of this inventory may be an appealing 

technique which may have potential, but due to the "paucity of current 

evidence regarding its effectiveness", they recommended innovative 

programing and careful evaluation of results (p. 351). They 

recommended that the search for effective instruments be continued. 

The Wellness Index (WI) used for the purpose of this study was 

extracted from the complete Wellness Index (Travis 4 Ryan, 1981). An 

assessment instrument was desired which would measure the impact of the 

educational treatment. The Wellness Index was selected because it 

consisted of self-contained components. The researcher was able to 

extract those components of the complete Wellness Index which assessed 

variables to be addressed in the educational treatment of this study. 

Those variables were physical fitness, nutrition, stress management, 

environmental serisitivity, and self -responsibility. The complete 



Wellness Index contained 12 sections, six of which addressed variables 

beyond the educational treatment of this study. Each of the 12 sections 

were self -contained and appeared as separate assessments. Thus, the 

completion of each yielded 12 different score calculations relating to 

separate variables of wellness. It was assumed that as long as each 

section remained intact, any reliability or validity that might be 

maintained by the Wellness Index would not be disturbed. Other well- 

ness inventories examined for use with adult populations did not have 

this clearly separated component design. It was felt that extracting 

questions from them might disturb possible reliability and validity. 

With the permission of Ten Speed Press, sections two, three, 

four, and five were recorded as a single test and contained 70 questions 

(see Appendix D-2). Questions one through 21 of the newly recorded 

Wellness Index incorporated Section two of the complete Wellness Index. 

These 21 questions assessed stress management. Questions 22 through 

32 of the newly recorded Wellness Index contained Section three of the 

original inventory. These questions assessed environmental sensitivity 

and self-responsibility. Questions 33 through 60 incorporated Section 

four of the original. These assessed nutritional awareness. Questions 

61 through 70 incorporated Section five of the original. These final 

10 questions assessed physical fitness. Another reason for its use 

was the belief that completion of the adapted 70 item assessment could 

occur within a reasonable period of time. It could be used con- 

currently with other assessments. 

Research in the area of wellness education has been limited 



(Williamson, 1977; Beier, 1979; Graff, 1981). The researcher was 

unable to locate a wellness inventory designed to measure behavior 

change in adult populations that had been declared valid and reliable. 

It led the researcher to conclude that this type inventory needs 

further development and testing for validity and reliability. The 

researcher corresponded with Wellness Associates in Mill. Valley, 

California with whom John Travis, author of the Wellness Index, has 

been affiliated. It was learned following the completion of the study 

that because of the Wellness Index was developed as an educational tool 

no efforts had been made to establish its reliability and validity. 

In their correspondence Wellness Associates stated, "The Wellness 

e, as contrasted to the Treatment/Diagnosis Model, does not lend 

itself to the usual validation procedures, so we have not collected 

such information." The WI did, however, assess behavior variables 

which were addressed in the educational treatment. 

Scores from the liellness Index were tallied into a single composite 

score by the researcher. The composite scores were then used by the 

researcher for data analysis. Use of the Wellness Index as pretest and 

posttest assessment measured the impact of the educational treatment 

on behavior change. 

The researcher believed that component scores would be more use- 

ful to individual subjects than a composite score. Thus, they were 

given four score results each addressing the wellness behavior variables 

covered in the educational treatment. This was done with the use of a 

graph (see Appendix E-2). These component scores enabled subjects to 



identify their strengths and weaknesses and to draw appropriately 

needed information from the educational treatment if they so chose. 

They were not used for the statistical purposes of this research. 

The Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (SEI) in the Adult Form was 

used to measure the self-esteem of subjects. The SEI was originally 

developed as a 50 item questionnaire by Coopersmith (1981) for use 

I with children. This is known today as the School Form. The Adult 
I 

: Form was revised in order that it be useful for persons over the age 

of fifteen. The Adult Form listed 25 items containing language and 

situations appropriate for adults. It is a widely used inventory for 

the measurement of self-esteem. For the presmt study it was used as 

pretest and posttest self-esteem assessment (see Appendix D-3). 

The SET (Adult Form) can be self administered and takes ten 

minutes to complete. It was felt its brevity and well-defined state- 

ments would aid in eliminating pressure and boredom in the testing 

procedures. Subscores offered by other self-concept/self-esteem 

instruments, such as the Tennessee Self -concept Scale, were not 

required by this study. 

A normal range was established for this population. It was based 

on the score values which resulted from the pretest assessment of the 

SEI. The group median was 84. Based on this median, four subgroups 

were established in order to evaluate the effect of self-esteem on 

subjects' pursuit of health enhancing behaviors (see Data Analysis 

Section, Chapter 111). The use of the SEI as a posttest assessment 

enabled the researcher to examine change score values to determine the 

effect of the educational program on self-esteem. 



The present study addressed self-esteem, and the SEI was the 

instrunlent of choice. Its limitations must be noted. Wylie (1974) 

believed that faults existed in all instruments which measure self- 

concept/self-esteem. Robinson and Shaver (1973) maintained that social 

desirability in many of the instruments cannot be controlled. However, 

a comparison of reliability and validity information, reported on by 

Robinson and Shaver on several scales, indicated that the SEI can be 

matched with other popular inventories for use with adults. Test- 

retest reliability of the Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale over a two week 

period was 0.85, while correlation with similar measures ranged from 

0.56 to 0.83. The Tennessee Self-concept Scale test-retest reliability 

over a two week period was 0.92, and it correlated at -0.70 with the 

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. 

The original School Form of the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 

was administered to 1748 school children in Connecticut. Coopersmith 

(1981) reported test-retest reliability as 0.70 in a sanple of 56 

children over a period of three years and as 0.88 over a five week 

period in a sample of 50 children. Taylor and Reitz found a 0.90 split- 

half reliability in the School Form. Reliability data was insufficient 

for the Adult Form (Robinson 6 Shaver, 1973). 

The Adult Form Correlated by more than 0.95 with the School Fom. 

Using three samples of high school and college age students numbering 

647, Coopersmith (1981) determined that total score correlation of the 

School Form with the Adult Form exceeded 0.80. 

Robinson and Shaver (1973) reported that more validation exists on 

the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inlrentory than on other scales due to the 



efforts of Coopersmith. Weinberg reported a correlation of 0.63 

between the Soares Scale and the School Fonn, and a correlation of 

0.60 was found between a derived picture test and the School Fonn 

(Getsinger, et. al., cited by Robinson 6 Shaver, 1973). A correlation 

of 0.59 and 0.60 was found between the Adult Fonn and the Rosenberg 

Scale when used with 300 college students. 

The Health Promotion Program Questionnaire contained seven items 

and was developed by the researcher for use during the final session as 

part of posttesting procedures (see Appendix D-4). It was designed to 

determine subjects' appraisal of the effectiveness of the total program. 

It also enabled subjects to indicate their involvement in behavior 

change. No attempt was made to establish validity and reliability. 

Its use was intended for additional information and was not a part of 

the statistical analyses. 

Procedures 

On September 3, 1381 a letter was submitted to the elected bgard 

members of the La Crosse Lutheran Hospital (LLH) Auxiliary requesting 

Auxiliary participation in a health promotion program as a research 

project (see Appendix B-1) . Following Board approval, a letter and a 
prepaid return envelope was mailed to all Auxiliary members. It 

contained an introduction to the program under consideration and 

included several questions designed to determine the needs and interests 

of recipients (see Appendix B-2). Based on the responses returned, the 

progiam was organized as a series of special sessions. Time constraints 

were placed upon the study in an effort to meet the needs of the 



participants and to maintain participant interest and attendance as 

indicated on the returned responses. 

Six sessions were decided upon. Times and dates were set which 

did not conflict with the previously scheduled regular Auxiliary 1 
I 

meetings. The first and last sessions, attended by both experimental 

subjects and control subjects, incorporated pre- and posttest assess- 

ments. The four workshop sessions scheduled between served as the 

educational treatment and was attended only by experimental subjects. 

In an effort to expose experimental subjects to the complete 

wellness concept, the researcher chose to address all five dimensions 

of wellness as the educational treatment. The first workshop session 

addressed physical fitness. The second workshop session addressed 

nutritional awareness, while the third addressed stress management. 

The fourth workshop sessior~ addressed environmental sensitivity and 

self-responsibility and placed heavy emphasis on reinforcement of all 

wellness dimensions. Self -responsibility was also addressed by each 

workshop leader. 

On November 23, 1981 Ms. Marilyn McElligott, Director of Volunteer 

Services at LLH, mailed letters of invitation to each member announcing 

the first of several programs related to health promotion (see Appendix 

B-3). An invitation to lunch was included along with luncheon 

reservation forms to be returned in prepaid envelopes. (Using luncheon 

reservations, a list of names was later compiled which included all the 

participants. ) 

A single page announcement was prepared and mailed prior to each 

session of the program. It served as a reminder and was designed to 



stimula.te interest. Referred to as a "flyer" it was printed on colored 

paper and contained a cartoon drawing appropriate to the forthcoming 

program. It also included times, dates, and comments. (See sample, 

Appendix G-1). One announcing the first general session was included 

in the previously described mailings on November 23. 

The first general session was attended by 84 persons on December 9, 

1981 from 9:30 until 11:30 A.M. in the ksmus Center of LW. As people 

arrived, they were checked against the list of names, and additional 

names were added, as necessary. Dr. Richard Papenfuss presented an 

introduction to health promotion as the program portion of the meeting 

(see Appendix H-1) . Pretesting then occurred as the researcher and 

three inventory facilitators distributed each of the three health 

assessments. Inventory facilitators had been trained in the method 

of assessment distribution prior to the progran (see Appendix C-1) . 
The first assessment to be distributed and completed was the Health 

Risk Analysis, second was the Wellness Index, and third was the 

Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (see Appendix D-1 , D- 2, D-3) . 
Participants were informed that the program was a part of a 

research project. Completion of the assessments indicated their 

consent to participate. Confidentiality was assured through the use 

of a participant number. This number incorporated the last six digits 

of participants' social security number. If it was unavilable, they 

used the last six digits of their phone number. 

At 11:30 A.M. following the program- and pretesting procedures, a 

lunch was served to the participants. During this time, the researcher 

introduced the forthcoming workshop sessions and the materials which 



would be used (P. L.U. S. Workbooks and folders for the maintenance of 

hand-outs). A special "free gifttt for participation was promised. 

A letter was distributed which described the workshop sessions in 

detail. A page was attached which requested their co~npletion and 

indicates their intention to attend workshop sessions. These were 

collected and enabled the researcher to acquire the proper number of 

m~terials. In addition a "contract" was distributed to participants 

as they left (see Appendix H-1). Its purpose was to aid them in 
I 

setting goals for change by making a commitment to themselves. The i 
contract suggested possible changes they might wish to incorporate. I 

I 
Four scheduled workshops addressed the five dimensions of well- 

ness: 1) physical fitness, 2) nutritional awareness, 3) stress 

management, and 4) environmental sensitivity and self -responsibility. 

These were held during January and February of 1982 from 9:30 until 

11:30 A.M. in the R a m s  Center of LLH. On January 7, 1982 a verbal 

announcement was made to the Auxiliary board members at their regular 
I 

meeting. It was repeated again to the Auxiliary membership at their 

genersl meeting on January 11, 1982. It stated that the special 

health promotion program plans continue with the first of the series 

of workshops to be held on Wednesday, January 13. One week prior to 

the opening workshop, a colorful flyer announcing the forthcoming 

~iorkshop was mailed to the 84 persons who had attended the first health 

promotion program in December (see sample, Appendix G-1) . 
Using the list of names made available with the first general 

session, name tags were prspased for each of the remaining sessions. 

Name tags missing at the exd of the each session enabled the researcher to 



record names of persons in attendance. These were desired for the 

purpose of later award presentations and telephone contacts. 

Participant numbers were recorded on "sign-in sheets" at each of the 

remaining five sessions. Upon arriyal, participants "signed in'' 

using their numbers and picked up their name tags. 

On January 13, 1982 Ms. Maurita Robarge conducted the workshop 

on physical fitness (see Appendix H-2). Hand-outs on physical fitness 

were distributed along with a chart for participants to record their 

daily physical activity. Folders were distributed to participants for 

the maintenance of all workshop hand-outs. The P.L.U.S. Workbook was 

distributed and introduced. 

P.L.U.S. Workbooks were distributed for participant use at home 

(see Definition of Terms, Chapter I). Use of the workbooks was 

intended to augment the informatioil learned in the workshop sessions 

and to motivate and reinforce the practice of new health behaviors in 

the home setting. Time limits of workshop sessions constrained the 

use of these workbooks. Time and attention was not given to P.L.U.S. 

Workbooks, as originally intended, though occasional reference to them 

was made during announcements prior to or at the end of each session. 

Also, the educational strategy of the workshop leaders failed to include 

involvement with the workbook. This may have negated their value as 

motivation and reinforcement tools. Little attention was given to 

reinforcement until the fourth workshop session. Any motivation that 

occurred took place as a result of workshop leader enthusiasm and 

method of instruction, and personal investment and involvement on the 

part of the subjects. 



An announcement was mailed on January 14 to the 84 persons who 

attended the first health promotion program in December (see Appendix 

G- 2). It informed them that assessment results could be picked up 

during designated hours on January 19, 20, and 21. Results of each of 

the three health assessments, HRA, IYI, and SEI were available for 70 

persons. Results of only one or two of the completed assessments were 

available for 13 persons. Due to the personal nature of the resultant 

information, the researcher met with persons on an individual basis to 

interpret the results of each assessment. A two-page computer print- 

out resulting from the HRA was explained (see sample, Appendix E-1) . 
Results of the Wellness Index was explained via the use of a graph 

(see Appendix E-2). Self-esteem scores were given and a discussion 

of the person's score in comparison to the normal range was held. 

Along with the results, each person also received a bibliography of 

pertinent supplementary readings, a list of c o m i t y  resources to aid 

in the pursuit of positive health behaviors, and a story relating to 

self-esteem entitled, "Of Plums Bananas or You Are the Best You" 

(see Appendix F) . 
Persons who received their results during the designated hours 

numbered 30. The researcher telephoned the non-responders and delivered 

personal results to 31 people at pre-arranged appointment times. 

Interpretation of the HRA was unnecessary for persons over the age of 

75. The computer print-out contained the following message for those 

individuals: "Your actual age was indicated as 76" (or the appropriate 

chronological age for the given individual). 



The computer has been programmed to appraise the health 
risks of people within the ages of 10 through 75. As your 
age is outside this range, we can only give you our best 
wishes for many zdditional years of good health. 

Results were eqiained by telephone to the six people over the age of 

75 who had failed to pick them up. They were then mailed to these 

individuals along with a letter of explanation. There were 13 people 

who could not be reached, and three refused to receive their results. 

On January 21 another colorful flyer was mailed to the original 

84 persons announcing the forthcoming workshop, the second of the 

series (see sample, Appendix G-1). On January 27 nutritional awareness 

was addressed by Ms. Jean Storlie through a slide presentation (see 

Appendix H-3). Hand-outs and work-sheets appropriate to nutrition were 

distributed. 

A colorful flyer appropriate to relaxation was mailed to the original 

84 persons six days prior to the third workshop (see sample, Appendix G-1). 

The third i n  the series of workshops was held on February 3. It was 

conducted by Dr. John D. Curtis who taught stress management (see 

Qpendix H-4). Hand-outs Mere distributed to aid participants in the 

practice of relaxation skills at home. 

The final workshop was held on February 17. A colorful flyer 

announcing this program was mailed six days prior to all 84 persons who 

had attended the first health promotion program in December. Environ- 

mental sensitivity and self-responsibility information was imparted by 

Ms. Barbara Beier (see Appendix H-5). Attention was also given toward 

reinforcement of wellness behaviors addressed by the previous workshops. 

Activity sheets were distributed and completed as part of the program. 

The program ended with a sack lunch. 



A special appeal in the f m  of a letter was made to the 

original 84 persons who had attended the first health promotion 

program in December. It encouraged them to atten6 the final event 

arid promised a "free gift" to all who came (see Appendix G-3). This 

letter was mailed on February 25 along with an accompanying colorhl 

flyer further announcing the event (see sample, Appendix G-1). m e  

final event, attended by 33 persons of whom 21 were subjects, was 

held on March 4 in reom West Wing I1 of La Crosse Lutheran Hospital 

from 9:00 A.M. ul. '1 11:OO A.M. During this time Dr. Gary Gilmore 

<poke on personalizing health promotion (see Appendix H-6). Partici- 

pants then completed the Health Risk Analysis, Wellness Index, and 

Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory as posttests. In addition subjects 

completed the Health Promotion Questionnaire designed to assess their 

interest and attitudes toward the program, as well as name any 

behavior changes they had incorporated (see Appendix D-4). Distribu- 

tion of assessments was made with the assistance of two inventory 

fa5.litators (see Appendix C-2 for training session). During the 

final fifteen minutes "Certificates of Recognition" were awarded to 

persons who had attended hio or more workshop sessions. The "free 

gift", a wellness button, was also distributed to all persons in 

attendance. (These are contained in Appendix H-6). 

On March 5 and March 6 the researcher telephoned expected 

subjects who had not attended the final event and invited them to 

complete the three healti) assessments a second time. They were told 

this was necessary in order to assess what had occurred for them over 

the winter months and to aid in the completion of the program. Persons 



who consented numbered 12, and six persons could not be reached. 

On March 8 a letter of explanation, the HRA, \?I, SEI, Health Promotion 

Program Questionnaire, and addressed postage paid envelopes for return 

were mailed to 18 potential subjects. The assessments returned 

numbered 14 by March 20. The investigation then closed. (See Schedule 

of Events in Appendix A). 

It was the researcher's intention to incorporate the total wellness 

concept into this health promotion program. This meant teaching know- 

ledge and encouraging changes regarding appropriate health behavior in 

each of the five dimensions of wellness. Those five dimensions, as 

identified by Ardell (1979), were physical fitness, nutritional aware- 

ness, stress management, environmental sensitivity, and self- 

responsibility. The research committee was in agreement that this 

would be appropriate. 

The research committee was also in agreement that a program 

incorporating an introduction, assessment, intervention, and summary/ 

reinforcement would be appropriate. The review of the literature 

confirmed this decision. The use of pretest assessments eriabled 

subjects to identify behavior changes they might wish to incorporate 

into their lifestyles. Intervention occurred through attendance at 

the workshops which provided subjects with the means through which 

they could institute change. Workshop sessions, the closing summary 

session, and posttest assessment were identified as reinforcers. 

Workshop leaders were selected due to their areas of expertise. 

The research committee all agreed with the selection of Ms. Maurita 

Robarge, Ms. Jean Storlie, Dr. John D. Curtis, and Ms. Barbara Beier 



as workshop leaders. All agreed to serve in this capacity. Dr. 

Richard Papenfuss was selected and agreed to introduce the concept 

prior to the educational treatment. Dr. Gary Gilmore was selected 

arid agreed to follow the educational treatment with a closing program 

designed to summarize and reinforce. 

The program leaders were regarded as experts in their respective 

fields. Ms. Maurita Robarge is an instructor in the physical education 

department at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and h;s authored a 

book. She is known throughout the area as an exercise specialist and 

knowledgeable in fitness as well as nutrition. Ms. Jean Storlie is 

a registered dietician and the nutrition coordinator for the La Crosse 

Exercise Program at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. She is the . 

developer and administrator of the program called Nutrexercise and has 

spoke on nutrition to a variety of groups. Dr. John D. Curtis is a 

professor at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. He has co-authored 

three books and published several articles. He has also conducted 

numerous stress management seminars and workshops to various groups in 

the community, the state, and the nation. Ms. Barbara Beier was an 

instructor in health ed.;cation at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 

at the time of the research. Her current position is an instructor in 

the Department of Health Education at the University of New Mexico. 

She has taught a variety of workshops on healthy lifestyle and wellness 

and has had two articles published. Dr. Richard Papenfuss was a 

professor with the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse at the time of 

this research. He has currently taken a position as Coordinator of 

Health Education Programs for the University of New Mexico. He has i 
1 



I authored two bwks, published a variety of articles and is hown 

! nationally for his efforts in health promotion and wellness. Dr. Gary 

1 Gihore is a professor with the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and 
! 

directs the Community Health Education Program. He is also a professor 

, with the University of Wisconsin-Extension and is chairperson for the 

Department of Health Education and Chairperson for Consumer Health 

Education. He is known throughout the community and the state for his 

expertise and interest in health education. 

Statistical Treatment of Data 

Pretest and posttest assessments were completed using the Health 

Risk Appraisal, the Wellness Index, and the Coopersmith Self-esteem 

Inventory. Change score values were recorded for each, and 

comparisons were made between groups. Significance was established 

at the p& .05 level. The statistical method used to determine 

significance was based on the type of data collected and the size of 

the subject population in the groups. 

In order to be computer analyzed all items on the Health Risk 

Analysis required that numeric responses be entered in the appropriate 

boxes. These numbers were to be "right justified". In other words, 

a single digit number was to appear in the box located to the extreme 

right. A two digit number would fill the middle and right two boxes. 

A three digit number would fill the left, middle, and right boxes. 

This was clearly indicated on the HRA (see Appendix D-1). In the case 

of fractions for the height, entry, answers were to be rounded to the 

xt higher inch. The researcher reviewed each completed HRA assess- 



ment to verify that these procedures had been followed. The answers 

were then transferred to standard 80-column IBM cards at the University 

of Wisconsin-La Crosse Computer Center. These were then mailed to the 

Center for Health Promotion and Education, Centers for Disease Control 

in Atlanta, Georgia to be processed by computer. The request for batch 

processing of the data was through Mr. Charles Althafer who granted the 

researcher's request prior to the study. 

The appraised health age of subjects was included in the resultant 

HRA computer print-out, as discussed in this chapter under Instment- 

ation. It was used for data analysis. It represented interval level 

data, and a parametric test was needed to determine significance in 

the change score values. The two-group comparisons contained sample 

sizes that were less than 30 in number. Probability was expected to 

favor subjects receiving the educational treatment. For these reasons; 

the selection of a one-tailed t test was used to determine significance 

at the p G .05 level. 

The composite score value of the Wellness Index was used for 

statistical purposes. This was discussed under Instrumentation in 

this chapter. Each question contained five possible responses : 

1) yes, always or usually; 2) often; 3) sometimes, maybe; 4) occasion- 

ally, rarely; 5) no, never, or hardly ever (see Appendix D-2) . Values 
given to each response respectively ranged from four to zero on the 

likert scale. Because no assumption could be made regarding subjects1 

responses, any blanks were assigned zeros. Values for each response 

were hand recorded and totaled. The highest possible composite score 
L 

j 
! 
F 



ordinal level data, and no assumptions could be made concerning its 

distribution. The sample sizes were small and were no+, equal. 

Probability was expected to favor subjects receiving educational 

treatment. Therefore, the Mann-Whitney U test, a non-parametric one- 

tailed test for significance was used for data analysis at the p 1 .05 

level. ' 

The Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory was hand recorded using 

the scoring key distributed by the publisher. Possible scores ranged 

from zero to 100 (see Appendix D-3). As indicated earlier in this 

chapter, a normal range for this subject population was established. 

1 The mean was 72.9. The median was 84, and the standard deviation was 

/ 20.04. Persons at the median and above numbered 18 while 17 were below 
I ' 

the median. Subgroups within the experimental group (Group 1) and I 
control group (Group 2) were established based on the median. Sub- 

groups were identified as Group 1-A, Group 1-B, Group 2-A and Group 2-B. 

Subjects within Group 1 whose SEI scores were at median or above were 

designated as high self -esteem experimentals (Group 1-A) . Subjects 
within Group 1 whose SEI scores were below the median were designated 

as low self-esteem experimentals (Group 1-B). Subjects within Group 2 

whose SEI scores were at median or above were designated as high self- 

esteem controls (Group 2-A). Subjects within Group 2 whose SEI scores 

below the median were designated as low self-esteem controls 

Data resulting from the SEI was ordinal data. Again,no assumptions 

Id be made concerning distribution, and sample sizes basically were 



small and unequal. Probability was expected to favor the subjects 

receiving the education treatment, and a non-parametric, one-tailed 

Mann-Whitney U test was selected to determine significance at the 

p 5 .05 level. 

A Z score was calculated for two hypotheses (Hypotheses 2, and 3) 

since the experimental group involved in these two groups comparisons 

numbered 24 subjects. The formula used for the Z score calculation 

was as follows: 

One-tailed testing of the data occurred because the researcher believed 

that subjects receiving the educational treatment would be at a greater 

advantage than those who did not. With the one-tailed test a Z equal 

to or larger than 1.64 was needed in order to reject the null hypotheses 

at the p l  .05 level of significance. 

Six hypotheses involved sample sizes of less than 20 subjects. 

The U values found in five of the two-group comparisons were compared 

with the '%lam-Whitney !.!Table of Critical Values of g' at the p< .05 

level of significance (Champion, 1970). One two group comparison 

contained subject sizes less than 8. The "Table of Probabilities 

Associated with Values as Small as Observed Values of in the Phn- 

Whitney U test was used to determine significance at the p s  .05 level 

(Champion, 1970) . 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 
I 

Research was conducted to examine the effect of a health promotion 
i 

, program in changing wellness behavior and self-esteem in women. The 

; influence of self-esteem upon behavior change was also examined. Pre- 
! 

, test and posttest assessment of 35 subjects occurred with the completion 
I 
I of the Health Risk Analysis, Wellness Index, and Coopersmith Self -esteem 

j Inventory. Pretest to posttest differences were calculated to determine 

changes in behavior and self-esteem. Between group differences were 

analyzed for s~gnificance. 

i This chapter will address the results of this research. The 

1 hypotheses will be reviewed and analyzed. A discussion and sm2ry of 
! 

/ the findings will follow. 
i 

i Data Analysis and Review of Results 
i 

I This research was comprised of 15 hypotheses. For clarity each will 
I 

1 be reviewed in numerical order. Hypotheses will be presented one at a 
! 

/ time along with the data analysis of each and a review of the findings. 

1 1. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

1 Analysis assessment of experimental group subjects (Group 11, those who 
I 

I attended two or more workshop sessions as educational treatment, will 
! 

ignificantly greater than the change score values of control 

ects (Group 2), thwe who did not attend any workshop sessions 

nal treatment. 

68 



Because groups c.ontained fewer than 30 eleinents, and the data 

collected were interval level data, a t test was used to make this 

between group comparison (N = 24, N2= 11). Data analysis revealed a 1 
t score of .372. This was not significant at the p 1 .05 level, 

therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 

Educational exposure to only two to four sessions may not have been 

sufficient to stimulate change to such a degree that the appraised 

health age would drop significantly. More time and exposure may have 

been necessary. Content and organization of the educational treatment 

must be questioned, as well. Throughout the data review, one must also 

keep in mind the relatively small subject population. 

2. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellnexx 

Index assessment of Group 1 will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2. 

The data collected represented ordinal level data, and no 

assumptions can be made concerning the distribution of the data. The 

Mann-Whitney U test was used to make this between group comparison 

(N1= 11, N2= 24). Data analysis resulted in an observed U value of 

92.5. Because one subject population numbered greater than 20 persons, 

a Z score was calculated to determine significance. Data analysis 

revealed a Z score of 1.368. A critical value of 1.64 for the one-tailed 

test was used to determine significance at the p s  .05 level (Champion, 

1970). This calculated Z value was not significant at the p 6 .05 level. 

The null hypothesis was not rejected. 

The length of time involved in th? completion of the Wellnass Index 

as pretest and posttest assessment may have affected the attention that 



subjects gave to each question. The researcher and the inventory 

facilitators were aware of some confusion on the part of subjects due 
I 

to double negative questions contained in the inventory. The confusion 1 
may have led to errors in assessment, and might have been avoided had a 

sample population been pretested prior to the beginning of the study. 

Conversations persisted throughout the pretesting procedures. This may 

have affected the concentration devoted to the assessment inventories. I 
This did not occur during posttesting procedures. The variation in 

concentration and jadependent effort may have affected assessment scores. 

3. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Coopersmith 

Self-esteem Inventory assessment of Group 1 will not be significantly 

greater than the change score values of Group 2. 

For reasons previously stated, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to 

determine significance in the change score between these groups 

(N1= 24, N2= 11). Data dnalysis revealed a U value of 98.5 and a 

calculated Z score of 1.190. The Z value was not significant at the 

p 5 .OS level, thl~s the null hypothesis was not rejected. 

The personal investment and involvement in the educational treatment 

may not have been sufficient to stimulate significant change in self- 

esteem. Also, the length of time required for significant change may 

also have been insufficient. Some persons expressed concern over 

appearing "egotistical" in their responses to the Coopersmith Self- 

esteem Inventory. Subjects may have been uncomfortable expressing 

themselves in the area of self-esteem. In addition they might have 

gained assistance from friends before making their responses. The self- 

esteem of some of the subjects might have been at svch a high level that 



the possibility for a significant gain would be remote. 

4 .  The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

Analysis assessment of high self-esteem experimental group subjects 

(Group 1-A), those who attended two or more workshop sessions as 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was at median or above, will 

not be significantly greater than the change score values of high self- 

esteem control group subjects (Group 2-A), those who did not attend any 

workshop sessions as educational treatment and whose self-esteem was at 

median or above. 

A t test was used to make this two group comparison (N1= 13, N2= 5). 

Results of the data analysis revealed a t value of .124. This was not 

significant at the p A .05 level, therefore, the null hypothesis was not 

rejected. 

Subjects may not have been ready to make behavior changes even 

though information on various wellness lifestyle behavior changes was 

available in the educational treatment. They may have been uninterested 

or unwilling to devote the time and effort required for change. It must 

also be noted that positive health behavior may have been practiced by 

these subjects prior to the study to such a degree that significant gain 

would be minimal. As stated in Chapter 111, the reliability of the HRA 

is yet to be determined (Centers for Disease Control, 1981). The lack 

of established reliability or failure to control for reliability may be 

additional factors in the lack of significant change. 

5. The pretest to posttest change score values in the lqellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2-A. 



to make this two group comparison (N1= 5, N2= 13. ) Because one subject 

population contained a number greater than nine subjects but less than 

20, the "Mann-Whitney U Table of Critical Values of was used to 

determine the critical value of U on a one-tailed test at the p i .  .05 

level (Champion, 1970). To be significant, the observed U must be equal 

to or less than the critical value of U. Data analysis revealed an 

observed U value of 15, and a critical value of 15 was necessary for 

significance. The null hypothesis was, therefore, rejected. 

It can be concluded that the educational treatment had an impact 

on Group 1-A. Significant behavior change did occur in these subjects 

involved in the educational treatment which did not occur in the 

control Group 2-A. 

6 .  The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

Analysis assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of low self -esteem control group subjects 

(Group 2-B), those who did not attend any workshop sessions as 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was below the median. 

A t test was used to make this between group comparison (N1= 13, 

N2= 6). Data analysis revealed a caiculation of .439. This was not 

significant at the p-t .05 level, thus, the null hypothesis was not 

rejected. 

Content of the educational treatment and the logistics through 

ich the educational material was dispersed may have affected subjects 

such a way that positive behavior change wus not significantly 

reased. The educational treatment may not have been sufficient in 



the motivation and reinforcement of behavior change. 

7. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2-B. 

A Mann-1Vhitney U test was used to make this comparison (N1= 6, 

N2= 13). Again, the critical value of U was determined by use of the 

l'Mann-Whitney U Table of Critical Values" (Champion, 1970). Data 

analysis revealed an observed U value of 25. A critical value of 19 or 

less was necessary for significance at the p L  .05 level, thus the null 

hypothesis was not rejected. 

The educational treatment may not have initiated pursuit of 

positive behavior change. It may have been more effective at imparting 

knowledge and attitude change rather than behavior change. The change 

in behavior may have been minimal, because the subject population may 

have been involved in positive health behaviors prior to the study. 

8. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk 

Analysis assessment of low self-esteem experimental group subjects 

(Group 1-B), those who attended bio or more workshop sessions as 

educational treatment and whose self-esteem was below median, will not 

be significantly greater than the change score values of Group 2-A. 

A t test was used to make this comparison (N1= 11, N2= 5). Data 

analysis revealed a calculation of .299. This was not significant at 

the p c .05 level, and the null hypothesis was not rejected. 
The personal investment required for a change in health behavior 

may have been minimal. The time of year for the occurrence of 



educational treatment might also have affected subject participation 

in significant change. Though not statistically significant, changes 

in behavior for control group subjects was noted when comparing pretest 

and posttest assessments. This may have negated significant statistical 

changes that might have occurred for subjects who did participate in the 

educational treatment. 

9. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-B will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 2-A. 

The Mann-Whitney U test was used for this between group comparison 

(N1= 5, N2= 11). Data analysis revealed an observed U value of 20. A 

critical value of 1 2  or less was necessary for significance at the 

p C  -05 level. The hypothesis was not rejected. 

A minimal amount of reinforcement may have contributed to the lack 

of significant change in behavior. The context of each workshop session, 

the mode of presentation, and the variance among workshop leaders along 

with the researcher as facilitator, may have all contributed to the lack 

of significant and sustained positive behavior change. Subjects may not 

have been emotionally prepared, were uninterested and/or unwilling to 

invest time and effort required for change. 

10. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health Risk I 
Analysis assessment of Group 1-B will not be significantly greater than 

the change score values of Group 2-8. I 

A t test was used to compare these groups (N1= 11, N2= 6). Data 

analysis revealed a calculation of ,275. This was not significant at 

the p 1.05 level, thus, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 



Subjects who participated in the educational treatment may not 

have been ready to change their behavior patterns. They may not have 

been mentally or emotionally prepared for initiating a change in 

experience or action. It might also be notcd that subjects may not 

have been comfortsble expressing themselves in the areas of either 

self-esteem or health behaviors. They may have been inconsistent in 

answering questisns f o ~  fear of appearing egotistical. They may also 

have gained the assistance from friends when responding to pretest 

assessment. Subgroupings were based on self-esteem scores. Therefore 

any weaknesses associated with the self-esteem asssssment would affect 

the manner in which subgroups were assigned. 

11. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-B  will not be significantly greater than the 

change score value of Group 2-B. 

A Mann-Whitney U test was used for comparison of groups (N1= 6, 

N2= 1:). Data analysis revealed an observed U value of 14. As 

indicated on the "Mnn-Whitney U Table of Critical Values," a critical 

value of 16 or less was necessary for significance at the p <  .05 level 

(Champion, 1970). The null hypothesis was rejected. 

It can be concluded that the educational treatment had an impact 

on Group 1-B. Significant behavior change did occur in these subjects 

involved in the educational treatment which did not occur in the Control 

Group 2-B. 

Significance was found in both this hypothesis and in hypothesis 

five, however, significance was not detected in hypothesis two. It 



should be noted that the numeric probabilities were close in each of 

these hypotheses. Significance could have gone in either direction. 

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between these three 

hypotheses results was the possible lack of reliability in the Wellness 

Index, as indicated in Chapter 111. The researcher cannot be certain 

that interpretation of the double negative questions were consistent 

during pre- and posttest assessment. 

12. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Health 

Risk Analysis assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater 

than the change score values of Group 1-B. 

A t test was used t.o determine significant change between these 

groups (N = 13, N = 11). Data analysis revealed a calculation of .276. 1 2 
This was not significant at the p &  .05 level. Therefore, the null 

hypothesis was not rejected. 

The behavior practices encouraged in the educational treatment may 

have been contrary to subjects' previous negative behavior patterns that 

had been practiced and reinforced over a long period of time. Prospects 

for change may have been threatening, time consuming, or boring for some. 

They may have been overwhelmed by new information and had little time to 

tibsorb it and make application. 

13. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 1-A will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 1-B. 

This Oio-group comparison was made using the Mann-Whitney U test 

(N1= 13, N2= 11). Data analysis revealed an observed U value of 51. 



A critical value of 42 or less, was necessary for significance at the 

p 4  .05 level. Thus, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 

Subjects may have been uncomfortable expressing themselves in the 

area of personal health behaviors. Also, the question must again be 

raised regarding motivation, length of time involved in the educational 

treatment, content of the educational treatment, organization of treat- 

ment, and previous involvement in positive health behaviors as factors 

affecting the lack of significant change. 

14. The pretest to posttest cilange score values in the Health 

Risk Analysis assessment of Group 2-A will not be significantly greater 

than the change score values of Group 2-B. 

A t test was used to determine significant change between these two 

groups (N1= 5, N2= 6). Data analysis revealed a calculation of ,112. 

This was not significant at the p 5  .05 level, therefore, the null 

hypothesis was not rejected. 

Neither group participated in the educational treatment. Any 

change that might have occurred would have been due to self-motivation. 

It would appear that this did not occur to any degree of significance. 

15. The pretest to posttest change score values in the Wellness 

Index assessment of Group 2-A will not be significantly greater than the 

change score values of Group 2-B. 

The Mam-Whitney U test was used to detennine change between groups 

(N1= 6, N2= 5). Because subject populations numbered less than nine 

persons, the "Table of Probabilities Associated with Values as Small as 

Observed Values of in the Mann-Whitney U Test" was used to detennine 



probability (Champion, 1970). Data analysis revealed an observed U 

value of 8 with a probability of .123. This is not significant at the 

pc.05 level, thus, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 

Significant behavior change did not occur for subjects between 

these groups. These subjects were not exposed to the educational 

treatment. One might assume that they did not gain the motivation, 

information, and reinforcement necessary to initiate change. 

Discussion 

Statistical significance was fomd in the data of two of the 15 

hypotheses addressed by the present study. Statistical analysis of the 

data indicated that positive behavior changes did occur in some subjects 

who participated in the educational treatment. The high self-esteem 

experimental group subjects (Group 1-A) scored significantly better than 

the high self-esteem control group subjects (Group 2-B). It was also 

found that low self-esteem experimental group subjects (Group 1-B) 

manifested significant wellness behavior gain over low self-esteem 

control group subjects (Group 2-B). No statistical significance was 

found in the comparison of any other groups on either behavior change 

or self-esteem. 

There were 13 hypotheses that were not rejected. Throughout these 

hypotheses,subjects did not show a significant positive improvement in 

pursuit of wellness behaviors as measured by the Health Risk Analysis 

and the Wellness Index. Neither did they show a positive improvement in 

self-esteem as measured by the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory. This 

led the researcher to conclude that several factors influenced the 



subjects' involvement in positive change. Among those factors was the 

possibility that subjects had already been involved in the pursuit of 

good health behaviors prior tc the study. If this was the case, the 

possibility for significant gain would have been minimal. Examination 

of the pretest appraised health age on the Health Risk Analysis indicated 

that this may have occurred (see Table 2). The appraised health age in 

86 percent of the subject population was below their chronological age. 

Consideration must also be given to the program content as a factor 

affecting the lack of significance. The program sessions addressed the 

five dimensions of wellness and encouraged changed behavior. However, 

the information imparted may not have affected subjects in the manner 

anticipated. 

The logistics of organization may well be another factor. Three 

workshops were arranged each addressing single dimensions of wellness: 

1) Physical fitness, 2) Nutritional awareness, 3) Stress management. 

The fourth workshop was arranged to emphasize two wellness dimensions 

(environmental sensitivity and self -responsibility) and to reinforce 

the previous three wellness dimensions. The content of each workshop 

was designed to educate, to promote participant involvement, and to 

motivate. All were to encourage self-responsibility, as well. This all- 

inclusive approach to the wellness concept might require a greater time 

span than was allowed in the present study. 

Overall, the attention given to reinforcement throughout the 

educational treatment might have been inadequate. Time was not set 

aside for follow-up group practice of the wellness dimensions. L 

time was available for discussion of the P.L.U.S. Workbo 





discussion of subjects' progress in improved behaviors. More time 

would allow greater emphasis on their progress, motivation, and reinforce- 

ment. 

Experimental subjects attended two to four of the workshop sessions. 

Initiation of action toward behavior change may have to come gradually. 

The expectation of significant change in behavior over this short period 

of time and with this age population may not have been realistic. 

Another factor to be 1:oted was the time of year for the occurrence 

of treatment. The present study occurred during a severe winter season. 

The weather may have limited the activities in which these subjects 

could engage. Weather may also have been a factor in reducing subjectst 

readiness, enthusiasm, attendance, or interest in the program, though 

verification of this statement would be dependent upon further investi- 

gation. It may have contributed to the loss of subjects to the study 

ansl the failure of some to respond to posttesting procedures. 

The positive behavior practices encouraged by the educational 

treatment were possibly contrary to subjectst previous negative 

behaviors that had been practiced and reinforced over a long period of 

time. Persons might have felt overwhelmed at the magnitude of informa- 

tion. Change, even positive change, might have been threatening, time 

consuming, and/or boring to some individuals. The personal investment 

required for ~hange may have been minimal. Through verbal feedback to 

the researcher and the results of the Health Promotion Program 

Questionnaire, it was apparent that the experimental group subjects 

enjoyed the series of program. However, many may have been unwillin 

to invest the time and effort required for change. 



The inventories used for pre- and posttest assessment are 

additional factors which must be addressed. The length of time 

involved in the completion of pretest/posttest assessment was 40 to 50 

minutes. Subjects may have become fatigued, thus limiting the attention 

given to each inventory. The inventories themselves were also subject 

to question. No difficulty was noted in understanding and completing 

the Health Risk Analysis, however, a number of complaints were expressed 

regarding the Wellness Index. Subjects were confused over interpretation 

of the double negative items it contained. Certainly lack of clarity and 

misinterpretation of those items could affect the outcome of scores. As 

indicated in Chapter 111, reliability and validity infomation was in 

question on the Health Risk Analysis and the Wellness Index. A lack of 

reliability and/or validity could have an impact on change score 

results. 

The outcome of the present study might also have been affected by 

an additional factor related to the educational setting. Pretesting of 

subjects occurred in the &ismus Center, a large auditorium at La Crosse 

Lutheran Hospital. It was noted by the researcher and inventory 

facilitators that much conversation between subjects persisted during 

pretesting procedures. This may have resulted in a sharing of 

stion interpretation and/or sharing of ariswers. Also, friends may 

ed one'another in the completion of the Coopersmith Self-esteem 

. The open nature of this setting may have limited the 
s and the concentration given to the inventories during pre- 

ng. Posttestinp occurred in a classroom at La Crosse Lutheran 



Hospital. The classroom atmosphere was more conducive to the testing 

procedures. It was noted by the researcher and the inventory 

facilitators that greater concentration was given to posttest assess- 

ments. Conversations between persons did not persist. This was due in 

part to confinement of space, the time limit placed upon subjects for 

completion of inventories, and instruction requesting that they work 

quietly to prevent others froin being distracted. This variance in 

concentration and independent effort between the pretest and posttest 

procedures may have contributed to the lack of significance in the 

change scores. 

Another obstacle possibly preventing significant change may have 

been the attitudes of subjects toward caring about themselves. Subjects 

ranged in age from 34 to 75. Tl-e median age was 59. Those between the 

ages of 34 and 55 were 26 percent, while 74 percent was comprised of 

subjects between the ages of 56 and 75. Permission to think highly of 

oneself, the belief that high self-esteem is a desirable trait, may be 

a relatively new issue for some of these subjects. They may be used to 

putting others first. These subjects may have felt self-centered, 

selfish, or egotistical when time and attention was devoted strictly to 

them. 

Change, though not statistically significant was also noted in 

control group subjects. Receipt of the assessment results may have 

fostered self-awareness and self-education. This may have resulted in 

increased posttest scores which negated significant increases in the 

experimental groups. 



Though significant change was found only in the comparison of 

Group 1-A to Group 2-A and the comparisoxl of Group 1-B to Group 2-B 

using the Wellness Index, greater change did occur for experimental 

group subjects in the expected direction over control group subjects. 

Though it was not statistically significant, change was apparent upon 

examination of the number of experimental group subjects who reduced 

their appraised health age to any degree as measured by the Health Risk 

Analysis. It was also apparent by the number of experimental subjects 

who improved their wellness scores on the Wellness Index. In addition, 

change was apparent by the number of experimental subjects who 

increased theis self-esteem as measured by the Coopersmith Self-esteem 

Inventory. Greater iqrovement was noted in the experimental groups 

over the control groups in the expected direction (see Table 3). Of 

the subjects in Group 1, 58% reduced appraised health age, 38% 

increased appraised health age, and 4% stayed the same. Wellness 

behavior was improved in 92%, while 8% decreased wellness behavior. 

An increase in self-esteem was found in 75%, a decrease occurred in 17%, 

and 8% remained the same. Of the subjects in Group 2, 46% reduced 

appraised health age, 36% increased appraised health age, and 18% stayed 

the sane. Wellness behavior was improved in 55%, while 45% decreased 

wellness behavior. An increase in self-esteem was found in 55%, a 

decrease occurred in 27%, and 18% remained the same. As indicated in 

the table, similar resits were found within the subgroups. Group 1-A 

and Group 1-B of the experimentals showed greater improvements than 

Grou~; 2-A and Group 2-B of the controls. Thclugh riot significant, these 



Improved Appraised Health Age 

Increased Appraised Health Age 

Appraised Health Remained Same 

Increased Self-esteem 

Same 

December, 1981 - March, 1982 

COMPARISON OF SUBJECTS' PRETEST TO POSTTEST IMPRO'EMFNTS 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 1-A Group 1-B Group 2-A Group 2-B 
(n=24) (n=11) (n=13) (n=11) (n=5) (n=6) 

n percent n percent n percent n percent n percent n percent 



figures indicated that behavior change was most apparent in those who 

received the educational treatment. 

Greater change in the experimental group subjects over the control 

group subjects was also evident by responses made to the Health 

Promotion Program Questionnaire (see Table 4). The compiled responses 

frca Group 1 indicated that 96% had implemented two or more new health 

practices into their daily living since the program began. All 24, or 

loo%,  indicated that the series of programs had been worthwhile to them. 
Figures compiled from the experimental subgroups were nearly identical 

to the experimental group as a whole. The examination of figures from 

the control group subjects present an entirely different situation. 

Only 9% of Group 2 rep3rted the implementation of new health practices 

(This was one person). None of these subjects had attended the 

educational treatment, however, 18% reported them to be worthwhile. 

These figures were representative of the subgroups (Group 2-A, 

Group 2-B) , as well. 
Experimental group subjects identified a number of practices that 

had been implemented since the educational treatment began. The new 

behaviors listed and the number and percentage of subjects implementing 

em were as rollows: 

1. Stopped smoking (n=2 for 8%) 

2.  Increased regular exercise (n=18 for 75%) 

3. Improved their nutrition practices (n=8 for 33%) 

ced various relaxation (n=14 for 58%) 

alt intake (n=2 for 8%) 

e of seat belts (n=l for 4%) 



TABLE 4 

March, 1982 

HEALTH PRQMOTION PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE: A SUMAXY OF S W C T  RESPONSE 

Group 1 Group 2 Group l-A Group l-E Group 2-A Group 2-B 
(n=24) (n=11) (n=13) (n=ll) (n=5) (n=6) 

n percent n percent n percent n percent n percent n percent 

Reported two or more 
new hqalth practices 23 96% 1 9% 12 92% 11 100% 0 - 1 17% 

Reprted no new 
hei?.lth practices 1 4% 6 55% 1 8% 0 - 3 60% 3 50% 

No response to health 
practices question 0 - 4 36% 0 - 0 - 2 40% 2 33% 

Reported programs 
were worthwhile 24 100% 2 18% 13 100% 11 100% 0 - 2 33% 

Reported programs 
&ere not wor+hwhile 0 - 2 18% 0 - 0 - 1 20% 1 17% 

No response to program 
value question 0 - 7 64% 0 - 0 - 4 80% 3 50% 



7. Indicated improvement in self-image (n=2 for 8%) 

8. Reported general improvement in their level of health (n=l 

for 4%) 

9. Indicated that the program had reinforced activities she had 

been engaged in, and it nad increased her enthusiasm for good health 

(n=l for 4%). 

Of the subjects from the control group one person, an arthritic, 

reported implementation of exercise and a vitamin program as new health 

practices incorporated into her daily living since the program began. 

Summary 

Significant change was measured in only two of the fifteen 

hypotheses developed for this research. High self-esteem experimental 

group subjects (Group 1-A) improved significantly in positive health 

behaviors over the high self-esteem control group subjects (Group 2-A). 

Low self-esteem experimental group subjects (Group 1-B) improved 

significantly in positive health behaviors over the low self-esteem 

control group subjects (Group 2-B). 

Though significance in much of the statistical analysis failed to 

e achieved, the two major goals which had been set for this research 

ere met. A health promotion Trogram was completed which served to 

crease the wellness behavior for some of its  participant^. In 

ddition good health practices had been promoted. This occurred for 

ticipws involved in the educational treatment. Noted 

ents in health behavior was indicated through the use of the 

tion Program Questionnaire, by examination of change scores 

< I .  - _ - -  - .  



on the three health assessments, and through verbal feedback to the 

researcher. Improvements included reductions in appraised health age, 

increased participation in wellness behavior, increases in self-esteem, 

- and involvement in risk reduction. 

Health promotion programming may well be an important first step. 

It can impart knowledge which can lead to changes in knowledge, as well 

as changes in attitudes. Both can lead to changes in behavior. In 

order for change to occur, persons must recognize the need for change, 

and they must possess the tools by which change can be instituted. A 

thorough wellness education program incorporates assessment, inter- 

vention, and reinforcement (Gilmore, 1979; Bruhn 4 Cordova, 1977). 

Through exposure to these factors persons can gain the knowledge 

necessary to incorporate change. They can learn to recognize and 

practice those positive behaviors which will enhance their level of 

health and well-being. 



FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, REC-ATIONS 

Introduction 

The present study was undertaken to examine the effectiveness of 

a health promotion program toward the enhancement of wellness behaviors 

and self -esteem in women. It was designed to determine if two variables, 
4 

behavior change and self-esteem change, were affected by a health 

promotion program. An additional purpose was to determine if a i 
i 

difference in behavior change could be noted among high self-esteem 

groups and low self-esteem groups. This chapter will address the 1 

I 

findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the research. 1 

Findings I 
1 

Statistical analysis of the change score values between groups 1 
I 

revealed the following: I 
1. Significallt positive change in health behavior occurredwith i 

two groups: 

A. With high self-esteem subjects, use of the Wellness 

i 
1 

Index indicated that health behavior improved significantly 1 
3 

for those who attended health promotion workshops over 

those who did not. 

B. With low self-esteem subjects, use of the Wellness Index 5 

indicated that health behavior improved significantly for 
i 

those who attended health promotion workshops over those 

who did not. 

9 



2.  Significant positive change in health behavior did not occur 

among the remaining groups as indicated by the Wellness Index. 

3. Significant change in health age did not occur as measured by 

the Health Risk Analysis indicating that significant change in risk 

reduction behavior did not occur in the between-group comparisons. 

4. Significant change in self-esteem did not occur as measured by 

the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory. 

Though they were not statistically significant, comparisons among 

groups of the three health assessments and responses to the Health 

Promotion Questionnaire revealed the following: 

1. Improvements in the appraised health age occurred with more 

experimental subjects than control subjects. 

2. Improvements in wellness scores occurred with more experimental 

subjects than control subjects. 

3. Improvements in self-esteem scores occurred with more experi- 

mental subjects than control subjects. 

4. A greater number of wellness behaviors were implemented by the 

experimental subjects than by the control subjects. 

Conclusions 

Based on the findings, the following conclusions were generated: 

1. Evidence indicated that high self-esteem experimental group 

subjects (Group 1-A) scored significantly better on the lvellness Index 

than high self-esteem control group subjects (Group 2-A) . Significant 

gain in wellness behavior occurred for high self-esteem subjects who 

were involved in the educational treatment. 



2. Evidence indicated that low self -esteem experimental group 

subjects (Group 1-B) scored significantly better on the Wellness Index 

than the low self-esteem control group subjects (Group 2-B). Signif- 

icant gain in wellness behavior occurred for low self-esteem subjects 

who were involved in the educational treatment. 

3. No siknificant gain in wellness behavior was observed among 

other groups using the Wellness Index. 

4. No significant change in risk reduction behavior was observed 

among groups using the appraised health age from the Health Risk Analysis. 

5. Significant positive gain in self-esteem did not occur between 

groups as measured by the Coopersmith Self -esteem Inventory. 

6 .  Self-esteem did not appear to affect implementation of wellness 

behavior. 

7. Though not statistically significant, verbal feedback to the 

researcher indicated that the program had been worthwhile and helpful to 

experimental subjects. 

8. Also, responses to the Health Promotion Program Questionnaire, 

coupled with the findings noted in scores on the Health Risk Analysis, 

Wellness Index, and Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, indicated that 

increased involvement in positive health behaviors occurred in experi- 

mental subjects (see Tables 3 and 4). 

The researcher examined possible reasons for the lack of signif- 

iance. The following factors were detected: 

1. A relatively small number of subjects were involved in the 

study. Group sizes were disappointing and might have reduced signif- 

iance . 



2. Many subjects might have been involved in numerous positive 

behaviors prior to the study. Change in behavior, then, would have 

been minimal (see Table 2). 

3.  Though not involved in the educational treatment, control 

group subjects might have been motivated by the assessment results to 

incorporate positive behavior change. Increases in their scores might 

then have negated significant positive increases in the scores of the 

experimental group subjects. 

4. Subjects might have been reluctant, unwilling, or unable to 

invest the time and effort required for change. Motivation for changed 

behaviors and reinforcement of those behaviors might have been 

insufficient . 
5. The effectiveness of the educational treatment might have been 

improved had the number of workshops been increased. 

6. Time of year might have affected participation. For example, 

winter weather might have limited subjects' activities, attendance, and 

interest in the program. 

7. The educational setting, the choice of health assessment, the 

organization of the program, and program content may all have contributed 

to the lack of significant results. 

Reconnnendations 

Recommendations are based on the findings and conclusions dram 

from this research. The following recommendations are suggested: 

1; Replication of this study would be useful. If the study was 

replicated, the following changes would be helpful: a) increase the 



size of the subject population; b) incorporate random assignment to the 

treatment group; rather than having the self-selected participation; 

c) include men with women, ages 18 through 55; d) administer a post- 

posttest to measwe change over time. 

2. Further research should be implemented which will develop a 

valid and reliable instrument for the assessment of wellness behavior. 

3. After selection of assessment inventories is made, sample 

populat.ions should be pretested. This is recomended in order to 

discover problems subjects may face with the chosen assessments. 

4. A valuable contribution to the health promotion literature 

would be the assessment of observational instments to determine their 

value as motivators for change. The present research did not have a 

means for assessing the impact observational inventories had on 

motivation. 

5. Refinement of the effective presentation of, and involvement in, 

the total wellness concept over time needs to be undertaken. This would 

include verification of the amount, type, and method educational treat- 

ment which needs to be incorporated. It would also include determination 

of the length of time during which materials can be effectively presented 

and subjects remain actively involved. 

6. A study should be undertaken assessing behavior change over time 

regarding a single wellness variable (i. e. stress management) , as opposed 
to the five variables addressed by the present study. 

7. Research should be attempted that will determine the role of 

self -esteem on health enhancement. 



8. Health promotion planning should include self -esteem as a 

topic to be addressed. It could be included as a wellness variable. 

Self-esteem assessment should be i~corporated in addition to other 

health behavior assessment. 

9. Because health behavior was improved in this population of 

Auxiliary women, future health promotion efforts should be extended to 

this group as well as to other Auxiliary memberships in other hospitals. 

It is advised to carefully consider the following in program planning 

for this group: a), limit the time required for assessment completion 

to thirty minutes, b) emphasize reinforcement throughout the educational 

program, c) focus upon the ongoing progress of participants, 3) schedule 

its occurrence during early fall or spring, and e) for the purpose of 

statistically significant behavior change, limit the program content to 

a single wellness variable. 

Sumnary 

The researcher believed that the health promotion segments in the 

program were worthwhile. This was evidenced by the statistical signif- 

iance of two hypotheses, improvements in experimental group score values 

of the three health assessments, results of the Health Promotion Program 

Questionnaire, and verbal feedback from participants. The questions 

raised by the present research need to be addressed in health education. 

The role of self-esteem on behavior choices needs further investigation. 

The effect of health promotion programs on wellness behavior and improved 

self-esteem warrant attention. An important challenge in health 

education is the means by which individuals will be motivated to seek 



/ positive change for the improvement of their total health and well- 

being. If this challenge is met, we could cautiously pred.ict a 

reduction in the incidence of morbidity and mortality in this country, 

and an improvement in one's quality of life, as well. 
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Health homotion Program Schedule of Events 
December 1981 - March 198'2 

Request made of board f o r  LZZI Auxiliary par t i c ipa t ion  i n  
hea l th  promotion program and research study 

Mailed questionnaire appraising needs/ interests  of members 
(Designed t o  a id  in  program organization) 

Mailed i n v i t a t i o n  t o  f i r s t  h e a l t h  promotion program 

General meeting: Introduction t o  hea l th  promotion, t h e  
wellness process, p re tes t  assessment 

Mailed announcement of forthcoming workshop 

Workshop on physical f i t n e s s  

Mailed n o t i f i c a t i o n  of designated times and dates  t o  receive 
assessment r e s u l t s  

Distributed assessment r e s u l t s  

Mailed announcement of forthcoming workshop 

Workshop on n u t r i t i o n a l  awareness 

Mailed announcement of forthcoming workshop 

Workshop on s t r e s s  management 

Mailed announcement of forthcoming workshop 

Workshop on environmental s e n s i t i v i t y ,  se l f - respons ib i l i ty ,  
and reinforcement 

Mailed appeal requesting attendance a t  f i n a l  event 

Final  event: Summary program, reinforcement, p o s t t e s t  
assessment, spec ia l  recognition and g i f t s  

Telephone contact  of remaining subjects  request ing 
par t i c ipa t ion  i n  pos t t e s t  procedures 

Mailed pos t tes t s  

Invest igat ion closed 



APPENDIX B 

Preliminary Program Correspondence 
B-1 Request for Auxiliary Participation 
B- 2 Auxiliary Survey Questionnaire 
B-3 Invitation to First Health Promotion Program 



September 3, 1981 

. - 
Dear Board members of LXlli Auxiliaryr \ 

A s  a graduate s tudent  i n  Cornunity Health Eduaation a t  UW-L, 
I would l i k e  t o  i n v i t e  your ~ r g a n i z a t i o n  t o  beoome R p a r t  of my 
research projeot. I oould not jo in  you f o r  t h i s  meeting due t o  
a o l a ~ s  I must a t tend,  but I hope t h i s  l e t t e r  w i l l  provide you 
with infor.mtion whioh w i l l  be helpful  t o  you i n  oonsideretion 
of t h i s  prejeot.  

I weuld l i k e  t o  plan a n  education program on hea l th  promotion 
t o  be presented t o  members of the  Auxiliary. I wauld l i k e  t o  
design- t h i s  propam around the  needs of the  mmbere. A gro@em 
oould e a s i l y  be planned and presented t o  you f o r  approval, b u t  I 
f e l t  your input would r e s u l t  i n  mare e f feo t ive  programilg. I 
would l i k e  t o  determine the needs and a reas  of i n t e r e s t  from t h e  
membership and have prepared a quest iennaire  I would l i k e  eaoh 
member t o  oamplete a t  the next neet in& This quest ionnaire  is 
enclosed f a r  your approval. 

I would l i k e  t o  know if you a r e  in te res ted  i n  beooming invslved 
i n  a hea l th  promotion program. I would l i k e  t o  aeeescr your needa 
and g ~ i n  saae information from you concerning the  development of 
t h e  proman. 

I hope t o  determine from t h i s  r e a e ~ r 0 h  i f  a pos i t ive  ohange 
occurs i n  heal th promotion behaviar and attitudes following p a r t i -  
c ipa t ion  i n  an educational program. 

W ~ a t  I hope w i l l  be accomplished a s  program outcoraes on a short-  
term basis  are: 

1.  participant^ w i l l  hkv'e-.identified already e x i s t i n g  opooific 
heal th promotion behaviore ard s t r i v e *  t o  ent~enae those 
behaviors. 

2. Part ioiponta v i l l l  hove Identii ' ied r i s k  f a o t o r s  i n  t h e i r  
l i f e s t y l e  and w i l l  begin t o  reduoe bnd el iminate  them. ' 

3. P ~ r t i o i p a n t s  w i l l  pursue addi t iona l  behaviors t h a t  enhance 
t h e i r  hea l th  and well-being. 

Long-term proposed propam eutoomes include: 
1, Through t h e  ass imi la t ion  o f  F.r&ermtloa and e s t i p o  -=-= rv- 

t io ipa t ion ,  persons w i l l  continue t o  make behavior choices 
whiah improve t h e i r  l e v e l  of h e a l t h  and well-being. 

2. Program participation w i l l  open up now epees of i n t e r e e t  
whioh oan be pursued a s  individuels  o r  a s  a n  organizr~t ion 
of Auxil iary members. 

Thank you f o r  your oonsideretion of t h i s  proposal. 

Sincerely,  

Erlene Pleroe 
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September 9, 1981 

I Dear LLH Auxiliary Member, 

Vlith a new beginning a s  a merged Auxiliary, we a r e  looking. 
forward t o  an exci t ing year. We a r e  a l s o  taking a new look a t  some 
of the  programing and i n v i t e  your input. We a re  in te res ted  i n  
deveroping a hea l th  pr3motion program. In  order f o r  &his  t o  be a 
s t imulat ing and rewarding experience, ic is important t h a t  it meet 
your speo i f ic  needs ana your areas  of i n t e r e s t .  Before such a 
program is e s ~ a b l i s h e d ,  vte want t o  involve you i n  t h e  planning 
stages. In  t h a t  way, the propram is not imposed upon you, buc 
r a t n e r ,  ueootirea sore personal ly relevant .  

Please complete the f o l l o w i n ~  quest ions s o  t h a t  we may know 
your i n t e r e s t  i n  becoming involved i n  a hea l th  promotion experience. - 
1. Please indicate  which of the  follow1 areas of hea l th  promotion 

would be of s i g n i f i c a n t  value t o  youycheck a l l  t h a t  apply): 
* 442 Nutri t ional  Awareness 

58% St ress  Kanagement 
7 

44% Physioal F i tness  - 
167. Environmental S e n s l t i v i t y  
7 

292 Self-Responsibi l i ty  - 
2. \ 'hat would be your preferenco(s)  a s  t o  meeting times f o r  the  

hea l th  promotion program (check a l l  t h a t  apply)? 
252 a. Only during the  regu la r ly  scheduled Auxil iary meetings. - 
247, b. During the regu la r ly  acheduled Auxil iary meetings plus 
7 

one or two ad'ditionally arranged sessions. 
43% c. Five s p e c i a l l y  scheduled s e s s i w s  which a r e  not a p a r t  - 

of the regu la r ly  scheduled Auxiliary meetings. 

. I f  you checked item 20 above, which of the following times would 
be most convenient f o r  you (check a l l  t h a t  apply)? 
56% 9:30 - 11:30 a.m. - 
53X 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. - 
212 7:OO - 9:OO p.m. - 

0 other, please spec i fy  - 

Erlene Pierce,  Graduate Student i n  
Cona~iunity Health Education 

e.  The return was 22% of which 90% showed interenc. 



. IB jO SOUTH AVENUE I bl CAPSSE. WISCONSIN 54601 I (608) 78H1530 

Dear Members of the La Crosse Lutheran Hospital Auxlllary 

FROM: MUyn McEL;lgott, Mrector of Voiunteer Services 
I 

A very special p r o m  Is p w  for Wednesday, D e c h r  9 hmn 9:30 - 11:30 
a.m. in the R a m  Center. - 
W s  wlll be the flrst of severdl proparas for the Auxlllary de~lgned a x m 3  
the needs of the mnbb?~. It is planned in accordance with the results of 
the survey which was mailed to each of you in September. ! 

Ihe mjority of those re&mxllng pref-ed sessions outsfde of regvlar meet- 
ing times. Related to health pramtion, the areas receiving the greatest 
'percentage of votes were stress rmmgment, nutritional awareness, and 
physical fitness. 

Earlene Pierce will oversee the program and guest presentars w i l l  be 
members of the University of Wisconsin-Ia Crosse faculty. 

.. 
Erlene hopes that what will be acccmpllshed on a short term basis are1 

1. Participants will have identified already exlstlng 
specific health pramtion behaviors and strived to enhance 
those behaviors. 

2. Participants will have identifled risk factors in th& 
lifestyle and will be@ to reduce and eliminate than, 

3. Participants will pursue additional behaviors that 
enhance *their health ard well-being. 

Long-term proposed program outcanes Include: 
1. Through the assimilation of infomation and active px%Z- 

cipation, persons will continue to mke behavior choices 
which w o v e  their level of health and well-being, 

2. Program participation will open up new areas of interest 
which can be pursued as individuals or as an or&zatlcm 
of Auxiliary mmbem. 

Since lunch will be served, it will be necessary to have reservations to 
assist the dietary Department with planning. 

Please return the reservation form in the enclosed prepaid envelope by 
kcember 4. 
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Preliminary Training Sessions 
C-1 R-aining Session for Inventory Facilitators, Part I 
C-2 Training Session for Inventory Facilitators, Part I1 



I n  Service Ttaining Session f o r  Inventory Fac i l i t a to r s  (1219181 - 8:15 A.H.) : 

I. Organization of t o t a l  programing 
A. General Meeting, 12/9/81 
' 1. Introductionr 

2. Wellness overview @eal.th promotion) 
3. Adminieter 3 preteate  

8. Educational Intervention v i a  workrhop sesnionr 
1. Jan. 13 - Haurita Robarge on f i tnear  
2. Jan. 27 - Jean S t o r l i e  on n u t r i t i o n  
3. Feb. 3 - Jack Curtis on s t r e s s  management 
4. Feb. 17 - Barb Beier t o  reinforce above 3 

C. General Meefing,. 3/8/82 
1. Adminiater the  same 3 inventories a s  por t t eo t r  
2. Conduct sumnary of program 
3. Question and answer session 

11. Dutier of Inventory f a c i l i t a t o r r  
A. Distribute pencilr 
8. Distribute and c o l l e c t  Inventories on cue 
C. Aid individuals with questions they have t h a t  r e l a t e  t o  s p c i f i c  inventory 

questions 
D.. Dfstribute l e t t e r  upon completion of th i rd  and f i n a l  inventory 
It. Collect pencil8 

111. Wnat t o  avoid 
A. Do not answer questions re la t ing  t o  the research (i.e. it# in ten t ,  purpose, 

how long it . r i l l  take, etc.) 
8. Do not ans. er questions about researcher and her  motive# other  than 

r t a t ing  tha t  she is completing requirements f o r  b r t e r ' s  Degree i n  -unity 
Realth Education. 

C. Do not answer leading questionr 

IV.  Review Agenda 

V. Review Invenroriea 
A. Health Riak Appraisal 

1. Use of part ic ipant  nmber 
2. Method of anawering quesciona 
3. read i t e m  
4. Note questions a r e  on f ron t  and back 

P. Wellneas Index 
1. Continue use of  psr t ic ipant  number 
2. Only one rerponre per  qucntion 
3. read items 
4. Uethad of response t o  itera 

C. Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 
1. Method of response 
2. Use of pnrt ic ipat ion nteber 
3. read i tma  

V I .  Respond t o  f a c i l i t r t o r o  question# 



* Training Session f o r  Inventory Fac i l i t a to r s  (313182): 

I. Review organization of t o t a l  program 
A. Health promotion introduction and p re tes t  aasessments 
B. Attendance t o  workshops 
c. Forthcoming f i n a l  session and post test ing 

11. Organization of f i h s l  session 
A. Rogram by Dr, Gary Gilmore 
B. Juice Break 
C. Posttest assessments ' 
D. Special recognition and g i f t 8  

111. Review Inventories 
A. Health Risk Appraisal 
B. Wellness Index . 
C. Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 

IV. Duties of Inventory Fac i l i t a to r@ 
A. Mstribute and co l l ec t  inventortea on cue 
B. Distribute addi t ional  assessment. Health Romotion Rogrsm Questionnaire 
C. Mstr ibute  pencils 
D. See tha t  each form contains part ic ipant  number 
E. See tha t  each page i a  complete 
P. Aid individuals with questions tha t  r e l a t e  t o  spec i f i c  inventory questions 

V. Whet t o  avoid 
A. Do not answer questiona re la t ing  t o  the research (i.e. i ts  intent ,  

purpose, how long it will ' take, etc.) 
B. Do not answer questions aboht researcher and her motives other than 

s ta t ing  tha t  she i s  completing requirements f o r  a Masters Degree i n  
Community Health Education. 

C. Do not snswer leading questions tha t  might bias t h e i r  answern 
D.  id them by reminding them tha t  they should answer as  beat they can 

with what i s  t rue  fo r  them a t  t h i s  time. 

*Note: ?his t raining occurred a s  a review by telephone because the same 
persons served as  f a c i l i t a t o r s  f o r  both events. 



APPENDIX D 

Program Assessment Inventories 
D-l Health Risk Analysis 
D-2 Wellness Index 
D-3 Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 
D-4 Health Promotion Program Questionnaire 
D- 5 Mailed Request for Posttest Assessment 
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PARTICIPANT NUMBEfl L--I 14 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR ANSWERS I N  THE EMWV BOXES lur. numbmoo1 I -- 4 

- - ... 
4. HEIGHT Nlirhoul Shot11 Exam~ls: 5 foot.7X lnrha , a 'm" 

1. SEX a Yale Female 
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1 
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r Hilthhike or pick bp hil(h.hikerr *Criticize o ra rpueKthnnwf8  
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K ~ e p  a pvn a home for protection eSrtk mtcrminmmt et niphl in h i i a  mu or ban 

27. How ofen do you have Papsmear? (iVomm only1 
At  least once per year At  l u c l o n o  pnry3 y a m  Gi] L l o n $ ~ n J  y m e p m  

I l l  HI= ncnr had one m ~ o t l u r e  Notro l iubla 11 
28. Vlu yourlarl Pap Smear Normal? (Women only) Yar @ N o  Nol run Q Hot applicabl~ 

29. Did voul mother. r i m r  ordauoher ha* b n a t  uncer7 (Women only1 m Y n  jn No m Notrun iI 
a. How oltan do YOU axamina your b run r  lor lumps? Women only) 

" I4onlhlq Or,a evrry few months R~RIV o r n m r  I I 
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~n [iJ Gil ~ o t w r a  

32 Cumnt Marital S u t u ~  Sinple ( N ~ ~ r m i r r i t d l  ~ a r r i t d  . 
r;bl Widawed m o h - r  

33. Schooling complalrd (One choice only) Did Not graduate from high school High- 
El soma COIIW* n COIIW or ~ d r p i o r u ~  DMIH I I 

34. EmploymantStalur Emploved Unemployed 

Prohsional. Tachniul. Maruger. OIIicial ar Proprietor Llaiul or &ill 
Cnltrman, Foreman or Openli\f k n i r c o r  Labore: 
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Part icipant  number: 
The Wellnear Index Sex: ki P 

Date: 

Directions: Please read each of the  f o l l w i n g  statements. Place a check uader t h e  
one heading which beat indicateo how t r u e  t h e  statement is fo r  you a t  t h i s  time. I - 

. - 
Q . . 

. 

- 
- - .. - - - 1. my n o m l  resp i ra t ions  a r e  deep and regular  ra the r  

than shallow end e r ra t i c .  

I ----- 2: I s t o p  during the day t o  become aware of  t h e  way f 
* 

ad breathing. 

- . -  - - t . 
3. 1 wear comfortable clothing i h i c h  does not bind q 

waist. cheot, o r  throat .  

t - - - -.- 6. I sit fn s relsxed, upright pori t ion with my apina 
re ln t fve lp  r t r a igb t .  

I ----- 5. Vhen ill21 pap spec ia l  a t t en t ion  t o  breathing a d  
t o  relaxing the  problem area of my body. 

----- 6. I meditate o r  r e l a x  myself f o r  a t  l e a s t  15 ta 20 
minutes each day. 

f - ---- 7. I am not  overly a t i f f  &en I awaken i n  t h e  morning. 

I - - - -  8. I ern  touch py hands t o  my toea eas i ly  when standing 
with knees s t r r i g b t .  

I ----- 9. My hands do not perspire  except during hot weather 
o r  o t r m w w  work. 

----- 10. Hy f e e t  do not pe r rp i re  except during hot weather 
o r  s t renuow work. 

----- 11. I a- ~ a t l s f i e d  with my ~ b i l i t i e b  t o  re l rx .  

12. I n  temperatures of over 70 degrees P.. my f inger t ips  
f e e l  warm wi~en I t o u h  my l ips .  

-- 13. I n  temperatures of over 70 degree8 P., n)r feet  are 
warm t o  the  touch. 



----- 14. I don't have noticeable deep wrinkles on my faso. 

I--- 
.IS. I am a t  peace with ayeell. 

- - -  16. My work is not overly s t re rs fu l .  

- - -  17. My peratrnal relationehips a r e  8atisfyLog. -- ' - 
----- 18. Z take time out  fur  deep breathing n w e r a l  tietcs a day. 

----- 19. I don't b i t e  o r  pick my mails. 

----- 20. I don't f e e l  t i r e d  a d  r u n d m  (except a f t e r  rtrenwtm 
work). 

21. I enjoy what I do t o  manage ay r t re rs .  

22. I take long ~ ~ l k r ,  hikes, andlor outings t d a e t i v e l y  
explore ny rurtoundinge. 

\. 
23. I give myrelf presrntm, t rea t s ,  o r  n w t u r e  ayeelf Le 

other wrya. . \,., 

24. k enjoy ge t t ing  backrubrr o r  masagas. 

25. X enjoy touching and hugging other  people. 

26. I enjoy being touched and hugged by ethers. 

27. A t  timer I l i k e  t o  be alone. 

28. I l i k e  get t ing compliment8 and r e s o g ~ i t i m  f r e s  
other people. 

29. It in  easy for  me t o  give other people sineera 
compliments and recognitioa. 

30. bly place of work has largely natural  l igh t ing  as. 
full-spectrua lighting. 

----- 31. I avoid u f n g  aunglncseo, - 

- ---- 32. P avoid extremely noisy areas (or wear pro t tc t ive  
ra rp lup) .  



33. I pay a t ten t ion  t o  the  qual i ty and quantity of f o o d ~  . 
I eat .  

- - - - 34. .X am aware of the  difference between refined carboo 
hydrates (white f lour .  sugar, etc.) and eomplex 
(natural) carbohydratea. - 

- - . - - 35. I minimize my intake of refined serbohydretss a d  
hidden augera. 

----- 36. I svoid f a s t  fooda and greaay. overcooked, restaurant . 
wolr. 

----- 37. I am aware of fee l ing  d i f fe ren t ly  vben I e a t  d i f fe rea t  
f d a .  

38. 1 am a a t i r f i e d  with my die t .  

29. 1 minimize my intake of fa t s .  

40. 1 have fewell t&n f i v e  alcoholic beverages per week. '. 
41. I dm'e take medicntfons, including prescription d r q r .  

42. I drink fever than f i v e  s o f t  drinks per week. 

43. I add l i t t l e  o r  no a a l t  to  tay f e d .  

44. I read the  labels  f o r  the ingredients of the  faod. 
I w. 

45. I am aware of the  benefi ts  of fast ing end fnot  
, regulaely. 

46. ' I  s a t  s t  l e a s t  two raw f r u i t s  o r  vegetables inch day. 

49. I drink fewer than three cups of coffee o r  tea per day 
(except of herbal  seas). 

49. I have a good appe t i t e  and mrintnin o weight withfa 
lS% of my idea l  wei@t, 

49. X enjoy eat ing and take tim for  leisurely,  relaxing 
male .  



- - - - - 50. I have a well-stocked, well-equipped ki tchin a d  
I enjoy cook in^. 

.S1. f know and f e e l  t h e  difference between "sto~aach 
' .  hunger" and "muth hunger.H 

- - , , , 52. I chew my food thoroughly. - . . 
, , , 55. X add unprocessed bran t o  my d i e t  t o  provide roughage 

i f  my d i e t  i 8  largely proceraed foods. 

----- 3. I steam o r  s t i r - f r y  my vegetables (instead of boiling>, 
. rbm). 

- - - , , 55. I eat  whole (unrefined) grains and stoncgrouad lO& 
whole wheat breed. 

, - , 56. I minimize my intake of red =am. 

I have a Bowel movement eacb day. 

I am awak t h a t  ary d i e t  contribute6 t o  the  health o t  
my akin. ha i r ,  and tooth. 

I don't use food f o r  reward, escape, o r  self-puntahmat, 

If most of t h e  f w d  X ea t  is c m e r c i a l l y  g r m ,  I[ 
take mineral and vitamin supplermta, 

I c l h b  s t a i r s  ra ther  than r ide  elevatore. , 

My daily a c t i v i t i e s  include moderate physical e f f o r t  
(such an rearing young children. gardening. rcrubbing 
floore, o r  work which involves being an cxy feet ,  ere.). 

My daily a c t i v i t i e s  include vigorous phyaieal e f f o r t  
(such a s  heavy construction work, farming, cnrrvinp 
heavy obJecta by hand, ftc.). 

I run a t  l eas t  one mile f ive  timcs a week (or oqaive- 
lent  t o  aerobic exeaciae). 

I run a t  l eas t  three milea four t i s e e  a week or 
equivalent ( i f  thin s t a t e m n t  is true. mrk t h e  item 
s b w e  true a s  well). 



I---- 66. I do some form of atretchingllimbering exerefae b r  . 10 t o  20 minuter a t  l e a s t  three timer per week. 

, , , , , 67. I do yoga o r  some form of atretching exercise f o r  
15 t o  20 minutea a t  l eaa t  four times a week ( i f  
t h i s  statement i a  ttuc, mark the statement above 
t r u e  a s  well.). - 

- - , , - 68. I enJoy exploring new and effective vryr of cs r? ry  
f o r  myeelf through movement of mg body. 

, ,_ - 69. I enjoy s t re tch ing ,  moving. and exerting csy body. 

I - - - - - 90. 1 am awere o f  end reapond t o  messages f r o s  my body 
about its needs f o r  tinvoracnt. 

I 

From THE WKCCNESS INDEX by John Travis and Regina Sara Ryan. Copyright 1981. UBed 
with permission. Available from Ten Speed Rero ,  Box 7123, Berkeley, CI. 94707. 
$1.95 each plua $ 3 0  f o r  paatage and handltnp. 





Health Promotion Program 
Questionnaire 

Part ic ipant  number: Date: . 
, 

I attended the health promotion program on December 9, 1981, Y e s ,  - no. 

. Indicate  below whfch workshops you attended. (Please check appropriate blanks and 
s t a t e  your reasons f o r  attending) 

B. Nutritional Awareness. Because 

8. I was on vscation 

I f  you anawered yes, please name them: 

. A~sessment resul to - I. Other fr iend 
J .  Mauritr Robargc on physical f i t n e s s  

K. Jean S t o r l i e  on nu t r i t ion  - 
L. John D. Curt is  on relaxation - 
M. Barb Beier on se l f - respons ib i l i ty  - 

end environmental s e n s i t i v i t y  
R. Erlene PLerce as f a c i l i t a t o r  - 
0. Other, plcaae name - - 

ave found the s e r i e s  of programs .worthwhile t o  me, _,yes,  - no. 



1010 SOUTH AVENUE I LACROSSE, WISCONSIN 54501 1 (b08) 7850530 

March 8, 1982 

Dear 

mclosed are those three health assessrents and a questionnaire that 
again need your attention i n  order that the health pramtion program be 
complete. Your participation in f i l l ing them out a second time is necessary 
to  the successful canpletion of the total  program. I appreciate your willhgWss 
to aid. 

Accurate answers w i l l  best meet your needs as well as  nine. Please answer 
accurately as best you can with what is true for you this bkmh 1982. Answers 
m y  be similar or different than before, but in either case, it w i l l  enable us 
to canpare where we were in  our health practices in early DecWer with where 
we are today In Wch. lhree months time has elapsed since you assessed your 
situation. Do answer with what IS true rather than what you wish were true. 
Answers w i l l  be entirely confidential. Your results will be available t o  you at 
the hospital, and you will be notified by redl when you m y  pick than up. 

Do not sign your name to  the forms. Instead please use your participant 
n\Pnber as before, Most persons used the last six digLts of their Soclal Sec-xtty 
nmbers. &termhe the number you used on the foms i n  December and be certain 
you use that same nWer  again. lhis is very hportant in order t o  c m  the 
scores. 

To aid you i n  answering the double neejative -que$tions on Lne Wellnese TMg, 
state, "It i s  true for me that. ..I1 (then read the question). In other words, 
as you are about t o  cmplete the question state: 

"Yes, it is true for me that.. .I' 

or 
"It is often true for me that.. ." 

OF 
"It is occasionally true for me that.. ." 

or 
"No, it is not true for me that.. .'I 

I will  appreciate your returning these by the end of the week i f  that is 
possible for you. Pleme call me with your questions. phone number is 895- 6525. 
Again, I thank you for your assistance. 

sincerely, 

& g%.& 
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WELLNESS INDEX 
SCORE RESULTS -- 12./9/81 

Sample result :  
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COMHlMlTY RESOURCES 

The coanrmnitg of La Croase, Wisconsin o f f e r s  a number of var ied a c t i v i t i e s  
designed t o  enhance the  personal growth of i ts  res idents .  You may improve your 
l e v e l  of hea l th  and well-being thtough pa r t i c ipa t ion  i n  one o r  more of t he  
following organizations and a c t i v i t i e s  l i s t e d .  ?here a r e  s eve ra l  t ha t  mfght be 
o f  i n t e r e s t  t o  you. Inves t iga t e  t h i s  l is t  and your community resources. 

YWCA.. Ca l l  786-5479 f o r  infirmation. These cu r ren t  program may be of i n t e r e s t :  
-Dance Fkercise. Dance s t e p s  t o  music t o  s t rengthen 
muscles. , 

-Y's Eating. Learn t o  con t ro l  your e a t i n g  behavior. 
-Figuretone. Increase  f l e x i b i l i t y ,  muscle s t r eng th ,  
cardiovascular  f i t n e s s  levels .  

-Slo 'N Easy. A c l a s s  f o r  t he  o lde r  individual.  Gain 
f l e x i b i l i t y  and muscle s t rength .  Relaxation i n c l ~ d e d .  

-Yoga.' Physlcs l  and s p i r i t u a l  exercise .  Become more 
relaxed, increase  muscle f l e x i b i l i t y .  

-Wellness. A t o t a l  concept of heal th .  Includes n u t r i t i o n ,  
exercise ,  s t r e s s ,  s e l f - r e spons ib i l i t y ,  and family w e l l n e s ~ .  

-Stress  Management. Learn t o  manage tension with h e l p f u l  
r e l axa t ion  techniques. 

Le Croase Adulr Fi tness  Program, Conducted a t  t he  University Wisconsin-La Crosse. 
C a l l  785-8683. (See Brochure) 
This i s  a profess ional ly  supervised program and provider 
opportunity f o r  a r ea  r e s iden t s  t o  *---*.,+t L. - ir  phyaicel  
and mental well-being. 

Nutrexerciae Rogram. Conducted a t  t he  Univers i ty  Wisconsin-La Crosse. 
Ca l l  784-6050, ext .  450 or 555, ask f o r  Jean S t o r l i e .  
(See brochure) 
Classes begin again  i n  l a t e  January. The f r o n t  page of 
t he  Sunday, January 17. Le Crosse Tribune featured t h i s  
program. It is a non-profit  weight l o s s  program t h a t  
combines changed ea t ing  h a b i t s  with exercise .  

Scandia Health Spa. Located--Mormon Coulee Rd. C s l l  788-0278. This h e a l t h  
spa employs persona with col lege degrees i n  t h e  f i e l d  
of Health Education who a i d  you in  e s t ab l i sh ing  s h e a l t h  
enhancement program t o  meet your needs. 

La h o s s e  Lutheran Hospi ta l  Education Department. Cal l  785-8050. Thfe department 
o f f e r r :  

-CPR t o  t h e  public (cardiopulmonary r eaua i t a t i an )  



-Cornunity Health Education Prograats . . . .  
Jan. 28 i s  "Tension Time Out: A Breather f o r  Mental .. 

Health." Part ic ipants  w i l l  l ea rn  coping s k i t l a  - , 
and relaxation s k i l l s  tha t  w i l l  he lp  reduce s t ress .  

Peb. 23 i s  "Babies. Babien. Babies" 
Mar. 23 i s  " h u g  Intersctiona: Who's Responsible?" 
Apr i l  27 is "Firs t  Aid f o r  the Health Care Dollar" 
May 25 i s  "What a r e  Your llro Senses Worth?" This will. 
feature helpful  h in t s  f o r  healthy nose and throat  care. 

ESPRIT'. l h i s  i r  the La Crosst Lutheran Hospital and Gundersen Clinic  gp loyeea  
Spir i tual .  FJiysical, gecreational, and ~ n t e l l e c t u s l  - 
Team. As members of the A a i l i a t y ,  you a r e  e l i g i b l e  - 
t o  join. Specific a c t i v i t i e s  a re  scheduled throughout 
the year and include such a c t i r i t i e e  a s  swiwing, dance, 
card games, bowling, ski ing,  horse-shoes, e tc .  Contact 
Dorothy Wetterlin. 785-0530 ext. 3853. f o r  fur thep 
information end current  programing. 

Gundersen Clinic's Stop Smoking Program. The next session begins a t  7:00 P.M. on 
Honday, January 25 and continues f o r  8 sessions. It meets 
on Monday and Thursday nights through February 18. Thin 
Stop Smoking Program i s  sponsored by the  c l in ic ' s  Pat ient  
education Department and taught by Jean Boullion, a 
registered nurse. Call 782-7300. 

\ 

Western Wisconsin Technical Ins t i tu te .  dl1 785-9090. UkTI o f f e r s  adu l t  evening 
c lasses  in: 

-Wellnesn 
-CPR f o r  the general public (csrdiopulmonsry resusitirtion) 

Outreach Division. University Wiifsconsin-La Croese. Offices a r e  located a t  227 Main 
Hell. Call 785-8565. Outreach maker avai lable  universi ty  
classes  and infoimational topics f o r  area residents ,  Get 
on t h e i r  mailing l i s t  t o  receive "Outreach  time^,^ a 
publication l i s t i n g  avai lable  c lasses  and a c t i v i t i e s  t h a t  
may be of in te res t  t o  you. 
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PHYSICAL PITNESS: 
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STRESS tlANAGMENT: 
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"OF PLUMS AND BANANAS" 
o r  

"YOU ARE THE BEST YOU" 

Sto ry  adapted from by Leo Buscaglia.  

I must l e a r n  t h a t  I cannot  be loved by everyone. That is t h e  i d e a l .  

I n  ou r  world,  it is not  o f t e n  found. I can be t h e  f i n e s t  plum i n  t h e  wor ld ,  

r i p e ,  ju icy .  succu len t  and o f f e r  myself t o  a l l .  But I must remember t h a t  

t h e r e  w i l l  be people who do n o t  l i k e  plums. 

I must understand t h a t  i f  I am t h e  wor ld ' s  f i n e s t  plum and someone I 

love  does no t  l i k e  plums, I have t h e  cho ice  o f  becoming a  banana. But I must 

be warned t h a t  i f  I choose t o  become a  banane, I w i l l  be a  second r a t e  banana. 

But I can always be t h e  bes t  plum. 

I must r e a l i z e  t h a t  i f  I choose t o  be a  second r a t e  banana, 1 run t h e  

r i s k  o f  t h e  loved one f i n d i n g  me second b e s t  and, wavting on ly  t h e  b e s t ,  

d i s c a r d i n g  me .  I cAn then spend my l i f e  t r y i n g  t o  become t h e  b e s t  banana-- 

which is imposs ib le  i f  I am a  plum--or 1 can seek  aga in  t o  be t h e  b e s t  plum. 

In  o t h e r  words, i f  you a r e  a  plum--be t h e  bes t  darn  plum you can poss ib ly  

be--you a r e  t h e  bes t  you! 
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Printed Publicity 
G - 1  Sample "Flyertt Announcing Workshop 
G-2 Assessment Results Announcement 
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?oin us i n  the Rssmus Center f o r  the f i n a l  three vorluhops. 9 
C-l 

You'll be glad you came! 

These a r e  excit ing,  informative and PUN: 

If you attended the f i r s t  workshop, you picked up 
your materiala and have now s ta r ted  on some 
regular exerciaes a t  home. Terrif ic:  You a r e  

I f  you miesed tha t  f i r s t  one, there is more t o  come: 
On Jan. 27 you can pick up your materials  and prepare 
t o  s t a r t  on your very own l i f e  enhancement program 
a t  hone. It's not too late! 

Erlene has the reau l t s  of your health asaesements that  you took on 
Dec. 9. She can meet you a t  the' hospital  a t  your convenience; 

Contact h e r  a t  895-6525 t o  arrange a time. She is a l s o  avullable 
e r  any questions you might have. 



* * # * * * * * *  

f i e  time has come f o r  you t o  ge t  your very own assessment r e s u l t s  
which includes your personal computer print-out as  diacusaed by 
Dr. Richard Papenfws a t  the Deceizter 9 spec ia l  program. 

.\ 
Your resu l t s  w i l l  be avai lable  t o  you i;i the Education Department of 
Lutheran Hospital during these arranged timea: 

Tueaday, January 19, 2:30 P.M. - 4:30 P.M. 
Wednesday. January 20, 9:00 A.M. - 11:OO A.M. 
Thursday, January 21, ll:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. 

Select ANY ti= within those scheduled tha t  i s  convenient t o  you and come 
t o  meet yersonelly with Erlenr Pierce.' I f  you a r e  unable t o  come during 
any of the hours scheduled, c a l l  Eelene a t  895-6525 f o r  a spec ia l  appointment. 

* * * 
(NOTE: The Education Department is located down the h a l l  par t  the ca fe te r i a  
and the Dietary Department and w i l l  be t o  your r ight .  Enter through the 
door of the Education Department, and go in to  the small conference room 

there. I f  you have any questions about the time schedule, assessment reau l t r ,  
of place, don't hes i t a te  t o  c a l l  Erlene, 895-6525.) 



1910 S ( M  AVENUE I LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN 54801 1 (608) 7850530 

Dem h x U y  Mmbeh, 

Please see .the enclosed 6 t y m  6ofi announcement 06 a bpe&t p m g m  
t o  be heed don a& A u x U y  inembeha on M a m h  4 Anom 9:00 to 11:OO A.M. 
Tkid wiee be an Anteheating and inin(o&ve bebbhn, and each p m o n  attd- 
ing wiee be g b e n  a 64ee g i 6 t  wkich they may t a k e  home. 

Tk id  it not a wohhbhop, b h c e  they have been completed. Tk ib  i.5 one 
bind 4peci.d event don t h e  t o t d  d u x 2 h . y  membmkip. 16 you attended t h e  
4 p U  4ebbhn on Decembeh 9 ,  you bhodd  have awe ived  t h e  hebuetd 06 t h e  
t h e e  hem% asseb4metLts you compteted. Do you ruondeh what you m e  .to do 
rclith those now? How can they be. h e l p 6 d  to you? What ahe you to do next?. 
A b o ,  what h a  Imppened with gou oveh t h e  mow%? Tkib bp& debbhn  
ruiee addtrebs q u e b ~ n b  such as thebe. It wiee enable you i6 tollentidy whene 
you go 6toom hene. The g o d  i6 h p m v e  o m  U d e b t y t e  and .to put plLt nation 
tl!nbe pnaca%eb .that aAi uh in Uv.ing each dny 06 f i l e  .to -the 6 d e b Z  negaJde46 
06 age. Ad t h e  days phogneb6, it it D~OJLAWZ .to toecognize what ctihection we ahe 
moving or, tf:at heaeth continuwn. h e  we moving & W I M ~  high-lev& wettnebb, 
.tototuand enlm;ced t e v d  06 heaeth and w&-being, on ahe. we moving totOWrVL$ &w- . 
lev& wol~senebs, t o d  LUnebb and didease? We can team .to tophove OWL l e d  
06 he* and w e b h g .  We can leann to t o h 6 o m e  thobe prractice-4 that 6 w u e  
ud. T h i ~  ptoogm *b 604 you. 

Pleabe attend .€\ti6 one veny topohtant and 6 h . t  behaion and aiaks youh g i 6 t  
home w i t h  you. Thio gL6t it dotnetking you can c a t t y  ccLith you .to I L W %  you 06 
t h e  go& you se t .  I beUeve you wiee enjoy it. V o n t t  m i ~ s  ou t !  See you on 
T h d a y ,  Mrvrch 4 .in t h e  down6ahh &uamom c&ed West Wing I. Take the .. r 
b.tepb oh elevatoa neak .the Voewteeh O6&e .to t h e  basem& md 6oLbw t h e  bjgnb. 
See you ,w~~inptey at 9:.00 A.M. 



APPENDIX H 

Health Promotion Program Content 
H-1 First General Session: Health Promotion Introduction 
H-2 Workshop 1: Physical Fitness 
H-3 Workshop 2: Nutritional Awareness 
H-4 Workshop 3: Stress Management 
H-5 Workshop 4: Environmental Sensitivity 

and Self-responsibility 
H-6 Final Event : Smary/reinforcement 



First General Session: Health Promotion Introduction 
(Slide Presentation) 

Presenter: Dr. Richard Papenfuss 

Content Outline: 

I. Distribution of life years lost (premature deaths) due to four 
major categories by Health Field Cmcepts, U.S.A., 1978. 
A. 20.1% due to human biology (physiology or genetic make up 

of the individual) 
B. 20.0% 'due to environment 
C. 10.0% are accounted for by health care delivery system 
D. 51.4% are due to lifestyle 

11. Distribution of federal health care expenditures by Health Field 
Concepts, USA, 1978. 
A. Majority of dollars spent goes toward treatment not to prevention 
B. Health care delivery system 80.5% 
C. Environment 12.9% 
D. Human biology 5.8% 
E. Lifestyle 0.6% 
F. Health costs almost double every 5 years 
G. In 1977 health care in U. S. cost $140 billion 

111. The above indicates that additional attention and expenditures should 
be given to prevention 
A. More dollars going to treatment when treatment accounts for 

10% of life years lost 
B. Less dollars going to lifestyle when lifestyle accounts for 

51.4% life years lost 
C. Invest in your future today 
D. Positive lifestyle choices can improve quality and quantity of life 
E. Illustration of dollars spent on health care through use of the 

story "Upstream--Downstream" 

IV. Concept of Wellness 
A. Illustrated by "Total Person Concept" 

1. Spiritual 
2. Emotional 
3. Social 
4. Physical 
5. Intellectual 

B. Health Continuum OVellness Continuum developed by Don Ardell) 
1. Illustration and description 
2. Explanation of average health 
3. Significance of movement to the left on continuum: Health 

delivery system tends to look at people on left end and 
bring them back to average health 

4. Signiffcance of movement to right on continuum: Wellness 
concept says "lets look at people where they are and try 
to teach them to look at their maximum potential." In 
d~ing so, decrease the cost of health care. 



C. Ways to increase maximum potential 
1.. TVe need to more than treat symptoms 
2. Spheres of wellness 

a. stress management 
b. nutritional awareness 
c. environmental sensitivity 
d. physical fitness 
e. these four intersected at the core by self-responsibility 

V. Three levels need our attention (as discussed by Gary Gilmore in 
Health Education) 
A. Step 1 is assessment 

1. Evaluate where we are, identify strengths and weaknesses 
2. Find out where we are on wellness continuum 

B, Step 2 is intervention 
1. Activities you undertake in order to improve health and lifestyle 
2. Workshops have been organized which will help you do this 

C. Step 3 is reinforcement 
1. Enlist aid from another significant person in your life. 

Example : spouse, other family member, close friend, 
person who shares your needs 

2. Someone you can tell who will support you in your endeavor 

VI.  besentation of slides depicting Tables by Geller and Steele indicating 
chances of dying per 100,000 people due to various causes in the U. S. 
A. Suggested that upward progression of heart disease, cirrhosis, 

lung cancer as leading causes of death be watched, as well as 
cancer of the breast in women 
1. 10 slides depicting the leading causes of death in white 

male from age 20 to age 70 were shown 
2. 10 slides depicting leading causes of death in white 

female from age 20 
3. By age 40 heart disease, tin-hosis and lung cancer were 

the top 3 leading causes of death 
4 .  These are directly related to decisions people make about 

leading healthy or unhealthy lifestyles 
B. These leading causes of death has much to do with lifestyle choices 
C. Travelogue of New Mexico 

1. Scenic views of Albuquerque, New Mexico 
2. Spaced at various intermittent intervals during presentation 

of the detailed technical tables 
3. Served to refresh the mental processes of the viewer preparing 

him/her to listen again with intensity 
4. Interjects a personal touch from speaker to his audience 

I. Discussion of Health Risk Appraisal 
A. As means for evaluation 
B. Its value in identifying personal lifestyle changes deemed important 
C. Example of Health Risk Analysis print-out on slide 

1. Explanation of procedure for completion 
2. Explanation of results 

a. description of health risks 
b. description of suggested improvements in lifestyle choices 

that will increase life expectancy 



VIII. Invitation to participate in assessment 
A, Value in the print-out 
B.  Importance of taking it seriously 
C. Use it as a means of practice prevention--to incorporate 

wellness choices into your lifestyle 

IX. Juice Break 

X. Completion of pre- test assessment 
A. Health Risk Analysis 
B. Wellness Index 
C. Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory 

XI. Lunch 
A. Announce workshop sessions 
B. Stimulate interest 
C. Ask for cmittment to attend 
D. Distribute "personal contract" 



NOLV Sign a Contract wlPh 
YourseBB, 

You hnve now completed n look nt your LIFESTYLE, 
and have had a n~~~r lhe r  of tests perforn~ctl. Y~II have fillet1 
out some qucstion~~aircs and nt this ptrint, yo11 proh:~lrly 
hnvc a pretty pootl itlcn which parts of yntlr LIFESTYLE 
need to be cllnt~pctl nstl wllst action you can take to cl in~~gc 
them. 

The grollp to wl~ich yo11 hcloog or the ind~~stry for wllich 
yois rvork will provide  yo^^ with the opl~r~rl l~nity to ~nakc t l ~c  
chn~ipcs yo11 sho~tltl tn;~ke' nnrl which yo11 wish to rn;~ke, by 
establishing INTERVENTION PROCllAMS dealing with 
eachof the high risk lifcstylcs. You will I~cgiven ndtlitionnl 
information about these progralns. 

I f  you are serious about reducing your hcr~ l i l~  risks by 
clvanging son~e bf t l ~ c  ways you live, yuu can. Rcn~enil~cr, 
any change you make is really up to you. . . . 

Mnkc a contrnct with yol~rself ;~ncl 111nke it olTici;~l 1,). 
signing it . . . Plnce n check in front c~f III~ lifcstylc c l ~ a ~ ~ g r  
you wish to work on. 

1, - ,  agree to undertake :he following pro- 

grams to reduce my heallh risks, and to improve the way I feel'and 

the way I look. 

Carry out e weight reduclion program 

- Carry out a physical fitness program 

-- Stop smoking 

-- Learn to cope wilh stress 

Reduce my risk of accidents 

Examine my breasls monthly (females) 

Have a Pap smear at least annually (females) 

__-. Have a procloscopic (rectal) examination annually 

Reduce my use of alcohol 

lmprovo my dietary habils. 

Date: . . . -. ~ ~ 

l~?u*rll 



H- 2 

Workshop 1: Physical Fitness 

Presenter: Ms. Maurita Robarge 

Content Outline : 

I. Introductory questions concerning the meaning of wellness 
A. Are you well 
B. What is well 
C. Not sick - not tired - not beat 

11. To me, wellness is 
A. Well enough to want to think, be creative, solve problems 
B. Well enough to care about yourself 
C. Well enough to care about other people 
D. Well enough to relate to other people 
E. Well enough to play 
F. Well enough to continue learning 
G. Well enough to be producxive 

111. In other words 
A. Wellness is not: lazy, apathetic, gnnnpy 
B. Wellness is: living, learning, doing, accamplishing in a 

positive, fun, enjoyable attitude 

IV. Discuss lvellness Continuum 
A. Terms on Continuum: existing, sick, sickly, going through the 

motions, "get-fired up" 
B. Where are you 

V. How we achieve a high degree of wellness and live in the spirit of wellms! 
A. hthods that ignite people 

1. a cause, a principle, a philosophical belief 
2. inspiration from others through words or deeds: example.. . 
3. a challenge 
4. physical activity 
5. some young people have none of the above 

B. Physical activity to charge the body with energy 
1. to be alive 
2. to be able to physically meet demands of every day 
3. to prevent "aging" - whatever that is... 

VI. Research shows positive effects of exercise program (after 4 months 
of activity for 3 times a week) 
A. Oxygen transport systems @roved 30% 
B. Improvements in body fat 
C. Improvements in strength 
D. Improvements in systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
E. Increased joint mobility 



The following questions are raised 
A. 81% of Americans feel exercise is important to  health but only 

45% exercise r e ~ l a r l y .  Why? 
B. Why don't we exercise regularly i f  we really think it has some of 

the aforementioned benefits? 
1. not enough time 
2. get enough exercise anyway 
3. too old 
4. forgot what it i s  l ike  to  move and how good it feels 

11. How can we build a physical fitness program for ourselves 
A. Has t o  be you comnitted - cormnitted to  the effort  to  feel better 
B. Medical examination 
C. Know how f i t  you are now 
D. Set goals: long term, short term 
E. Move 

IX.  When, how, why move 
A. Your best time 
B. How do I move - what kind of exercises 
C. We a l l  need t o  move for  3 fi tness benefits 

1. Cardiovascular - limited medical examination clearance 
2. muscular strength and endurar-ce 
3. muscular f lexibi l i ty  

X. Juice break 

XI. Minimum Physical Fitness Activities (introduce/practice) 
A. Hand and finger strength and f lexibi l i ty  

1. exploding f i s t s  
2. finger extender 
3. squeeze small rubber bal l  

B. Arm and shoulder strength and f lexibi l i ty  
1. bicep l i f t s  
2. wall push aways 
3. breast stroke 

C. Leg strength and f lexibi l i ty  
1. si t t ing,  knee extensions 
2. standing leg swings 
3. lying, bring one knee t o  nose, hold 10 counts 
4. standing, bending down, hanging over 

D. Time frame 
1. Firs t  week - 5 repetitions each 
2. Second and third week - 10 repetitions each 
3. Fourth week - 15 repetitions each 

X I 1  . Distsibute materials 
A. Exercise log 
B. Hints t o  Increase Energy Output 
C. Folders for handouts 

Published Resource Aids distributed: 
1. Md P.L.U. S. To Ymr Life (P.L.U. S. Workbook) 



MINIMUM PHYSICAL FITNESS ACTIVITIES 

!st Ueek 2nd G 3rd Week 4th Ueek 
Points Earned Act iv l  t y  i 5 r e p s )  (IOreps).. _(15rep) 

i I - I - -  _ 
Hand and f inger strength and f l e x i b i l i t y  - I 

1 pt. a. exploding f i s t s  . I I I 
1 pt. b. finger extensions 

1 pt. c. squeeze small rubber b a l l  

Ann and shoulder strenqth and f l e x i b i l i t z  I I I 
1 pt. a. biceps l i f t s  I I - I 

1 pt. b. wall or counter push aways 

1 pt. c. breast stroke 

Leq and h ip  strength and f l e x i b i l i t y  I 1 I 
1 ph. a. si t t ing, knee extensions 

1 pt. b. standing leg swfngs - 
forward and back 
out..to side and i n  

1 p i .  c. back l y ing  bring knee t o  
nose-hold 5, 10. 15 cts.  I 

I I I 

. 1 pt, d. standing, bend over-hold . . 
a : .  5-10, 15 Cts. I 
Abdominal and back strength 

1 pt. a. back' press I 
1 pt. b. bent knee cur l  ups 

I I f 
1 pt. c. front lying, head and 

shoulders lift i 
- - 

1 pt. d. trunk c i rc les 

1 pt, c. trunk l i f t s  i C  
General f i tness 



' .  
ilINTS TO IIICREASE YOUR ENERGY WTE'UT 

- Know that thc r i s k s  of craepine obcs i ty  a r e  r e a l  and t h a t  your n o t i v a t i o a  
t o  counteract your i n a c t i v i t y  pa t t e rns  nus t  bc high. 

b a r n  about the benef i t s  of increascd a c t i v i t y ,  e spec ia l ly  i n  r e l a t i o n  
t o  a weight reduction proeran. 

- Develop m apprecihtioti f o r  the  a c t i v e  l i f c .  Explore the  d i f f e r e n t  nove- 
' 

aen t s  of which your body is capable. 

- Engage in a c t i v i t i e s  t h a t  involve t h e  l a r g e  muscloa of the  body, pa r t i cu l -  
a r l y  the lsgs. 

- ' P ~ r t i c i p e t c  i n  a c t i v i t i c s  thn t  you enjoy. You'll. be more l i k e l y  t o  do 
then again as  a regular  routke,, 

- Don't think of t h i s  increased a c t i v i t y  a s  exercise .  -1t nay bring back 
unplees~7t ncnorics of physical  e d u c a t i m  c lassea  i n  which c a l i s t h e n i c s  
were usodas punishneat. 

1 .  
I Ilovenent i s  tile key t o  ac t iv i ty .  Begln t o  move more whenever and where- 
i .  - ever possible. 
I 
I ' Stand re:hor t h w  s i t  when appropriate  -- you' l l  use up n ine  e x t r a  ca l -  

i 
- 

Ories per hour. In addi t ion,  when you're s tanding you a r e  nore l i k e l y  
t o  move. I - Hininite your use of laborsaving devices. As t h e  world e n t e r s  an snergy 
c r i s i s ,  r eae~ber  t h a t  energy i n  abundance is s to red  within your t i s s u e s .  
This potencial energy can bes t  be released through aovenent. 

I - Walk up steps: sk ip  the  e leve to rs  and e s e d a t o r s .  

I - Walking i s  g rea t  f o r  burning up ca lo r ies .  You c u l  do it alone o r  v i t h  
others. Sou can walk t o  g e t  soneplace, o r  j u s t  t o  fake i n  the  Leauty 
of nature. b i n  o r  shine,  you can walk f a s t ,  slow, with long s t r i d e s ,  

I' on yourtces, Swedish s t y l e ,  o r  with a bounce s tep .  No two  elks need 
be the s m .  

I - Park your car  severa l  blocks f r o a  your des t ina t ion  and walk t h e  r e s t  of 
the  way. 

Walk t o t t e  l o c a l  shopping center .  Think Jout how n i c e  i t  w i l l  be no t  
t o  hava to look f o r  a parking spot  when you g e t  there. If you nust  d r ive ,  
park in the f a r t h e s t  sect ion of the  l o t .  

Pnst'eed of havinc t h c  da i ly  paper del ivered t o  your housc, walk b r i s k l y  
t o  the neerest newspaper stand and pick it up. 

I - Surprise fr iends by walking t o  t h e i r  house. 

Learn t o  s t r i d e ,  Str iding sttort dis temccs cnn rejuvenate your s p i r i e  
. while yc l  burn cn lo r ics ,  nnd increase your f i t n e s s  l cva l .  

Ask othcrs t o  j o i n  you i n  your da i ly  p r o g r a  of striding. Good company 
makce s tr iding corc  pleasurable. 

. 



Workshop 2: Nutritional Awareness 

Presenter: Ms. Jean Storlie 

Content Outline : 

I. Distributed activity sheets 
A. Completed 
B. Discussed 
C. Questions and answers 

11. Juice break 
(slide presentation followed) 

111. Value of food 
A. Provision of fuel to body - energy 
B. Sustain vital life processes 

IV. Discussion of essential nutrients and their value to the body 
A. Protein 
B. Carbohydrates 
C. Fat 
D. Vitamins and minerals 
E. Water 
F. Fiber 
G. Linolaic Acid 

V. Nutrition inrplications regarding heart disease and stroke 
A. Overweight as risk factor 
B. High fat and cholesterol consumption 
C. High salt consumption coupled with overweight leading to hypertension 
D. Not exercising 
E. Diabetes 
F. Smoking 

VI. Why not change 
A. Nutrition related problems take many years to manifest 
B. Life threatening circumstances often force compliance 
C. Cost of health care 

VII. Discussion of the Seven Dietary Goals 
A. Eat a variety of foods 
B. Maintain ideal weight 
C. Avoid too much fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol 
D. Eat foods with adequate starch and fiber 
E. Avoid too much sugar 
F. Avoid too much sodium 
G. If you drink alcohol, do so in moderation 



VIII . Weight control 
A. Decrease calorie intake 
B. Increase activity 
C. Appearance factor 
D. Psychological factor 
E. Association of obesity to diseases 

IX. Be aware of creeping obesity 
A. Food oriented society 
B. Push button society - easy way out 
C. People think they get more exercise than they actually do 
D. Allow time to take excess weight off 
E. Frustration/obesity cycle 
F. Rat too much and Exercise too little 

X. Factors that come into play 
A. Genetic 
B. Medical 
C. Lifestyle 
D. Social 
E. Psychological 

XI. To control weight 
A. Energy balance - 3500 calorie deficit to lose 1 pound of fat weight 
B. Examine your values - use activity sheets to aid 
C. Find new rewards - use activity sheets to aid 
D. Eliminate eating cues 
E. Eliminate foods from house 
F. Alternative activities - use activity sheets to aid 
G. Pre-plm before you get to a problem situation 
H. Deal with frustration appropriately - i.e. exercise program, relaxat 

skills, assertiveness 

XI1 . Four weight reduct ion techniques 
A. Think of empty calorie foods as "sparkless" 
3. Decrease helpings of food 
C. Fight the "clean plate club" 
D. Select low calorie foods, cutting back on luxurious calories 

XIII. Review of seven dietary goals and how to incorporate into lifestyle 
A. Techniques in food selection 
B. Techniques in food preparation 

XIV. Question and answer session 

Published Resource Aids distributed: 
1. National Dairy Council. Guide to Gocd Eating: A Recmnded 

Daily Pattern. Rosemont, Illinois : 1977. 
2. U. S. Department of Agriculture and U. S. Department of Health and 

Uuman Services. Nutrition and Your Health: Dietarv Guidelines 
for Americans. Washington, D. C. : Superintendent of Documents, 
1980. 



NUTREXERC l SE 

TEN FAVORITE ACTiVlTlES 

L i s t  your ten favor i te ac t i v i t t es ,  then indicate how frequent ly 

you engage i n  i t  (be speci f ic)  . Star (*) the ones that  make you 

persplre and elevate your heart rate. Place two stars (**) next 

to those that use the large leg muscles. Indicate the date i n  . 

which you engaged i n  t h i s  a c t i v i t y  last .  Place a # next to  the 

ones you would l i ke t o  do more o f  ten. 



[ Name 

I NUTREXERCISE 

I EFFORTLESS EXCESSES* 
1 

- 
L i s t  tho man-made mechanical ahd e l e c t r i c a l  devices you most 

i frequently use that  save you steps and l i m i t  your a c t i v i t y .  
I 

Code according t o  syrrbols defined below. 
x t 

$ = those that cost over $25 ' 

@ = t h o r e u s c d w h i l e s i t t i n g  
* your 3 favor i tes 

K = those in  the kitchen 

W a t l~ose used a t  w&, inc luding housework 

X = those you could m s t  eas i ly  g ive ue 

0 = those youwould f i nd  m s t  d i f f l e u l t  t o  give up 

I .  Do you usc any devices unnecessarily? 

2. Cot11 J you incrcase your energy cxpendi ture i f  you gave up 

using some of thcsc dcvicos? 

, Hart: Pub1 ishlng Co., 



NUTREX~RCI SE 

TEN FAVORITE FOODS* 

On the chart belai. l i s t  your ten Favorite foods and dr lnks.  Enter the date you l a s t  
a t c  the food, look up the c a l o r i e  content, and c o F a c c o r d i n g  t o  the codes below. .. ' 

A = Foods 
+ = Fwds - = Foods 
* Foods 

** = Foods 
B = Foods 
C = Foods 
$ a Foods 
5 Foods 9 = Focds . = Foods 

TV = Foods 
: = Foods 

you consume when alone. 
high i n  nutrients- . 
low i n  nutr ients. -- 
low i n  calories. .- 
hi .h i n  calories. 
m i n g e  on. 
that  cost under 5Oe a port ion. 
that  cost ro re  thJn'S1 a por t ion.  
that  would nat have G e n  on ?our 1 i s t  
that  make you feel  good about yoursel 
you plan to c u t  out. 
you cat w h l ~ e w a t c h l n ~  TV. 
you plan to eat smallcrportions of .  

5 years 
f. 

1. Do you recognize any patterns I n  your ea t ing  behaviors? ( I  .e. are the  foods you. 
ca t  alone the same as the ones you eat i n  f r o n t  o f  N?) . . 

2. Are you more incl ined t o  I lke h igh o r  low c a l o r i e  foods? 
high o r  low nutr ient  foods? 

3. Are many o f  your favor i tes recent ly  acquired? (1.e. hot on your l i s t  5 years a~o.)  

4. Are your "binge" foods read i l y  avai lab le? 

* From: Ossun, J. D. Thln From W l  thin, Hart  Pub. to., New York, 1976, 



Ylorkshop 3: Stress Management 

Presenter: Dr. John D. Curtis 

Content Outline : 

timorous story as illustration 
A. Often blind to our own bad habits 
B. Bad habits apply only to those around us 
C. Value of workshop series 

Introduction to stress management 
A, Will address physiology of stress management 
B. Will address relaxation skills 
C. Use of slides to illustrate 

1. what stress is 
2. what it does to us 
3. what is relaxation 
4. what are benefits sf relaxation 

Understand the stress response 
A. Definition of stress 

1. normal reaction of the body 
2, designed for self-preservation 

B. Prehistoric man was confronted with life threatening events 
1. bengal tiger 
2. body readies itseif for action with physiological changes 
3. responded with fight or flight - a physiological release occurred 

C. Modern man confronted with events that are not life threatening 
1. still set up the fight or flight response 
2. has a paper bengal tiger instead 
3. body readies itself for action through physiological change but 

cannot release itself - not appropriate to fight or flee, so 
man negotiates 

IV. Stress is not bad 
A. Makes one productive 
B. Reaction to stress may be inappropriate 
C. Reaction to stress can make it bad - need effective means for release 

V. Disease related directly or indirectly to build up of stress over time 
A. Cancer 
B. Cardiovascular disease 
C. Migraine headaches 
D. Obesity 
E. Alcoholism 
F. Gout 



VI. Exercise 
A. Ideal means of dealing with stress response 
B. Burns off adrenalin that sets up fight or flight response 
C. Feel better/does more for body 
D. Leads to relaxation 

VII. Perception of stress 
A. Sets up in our minds - used inappropriately it accumulates, elevates 
B. Are dealing with our own perception of what others have said or done 
C. Learn to perceive appropriately - don't let others be responsible 

VIII. Physiological changes in the body as a result of stress response 
A. Increase in heart rate 
B. Increase in blood pressure 
C. Increase in breathing rate 
D. Increase in cardiac output 
E. Increase in muscular tension 
F. Increase in blood lactate - more anxious 
G. Increase in blood flow to major muscles 

1. a m ,  legs 
2. less blood to stomach 

H. Blood clotting time decreases 
I. Designed for man in life threatening circumstances 
J. We set up response without it being life threatening 

IX. Physiological results of relaxation 
A. The exact opposite of the stress resporse 
B. Decreases in all the above except for increase in blood clotting time ' 
C. Can offset what you do under stress I 

X. Relaxation techniques ! 
A. Breathing rhythms 
B. Total body relaxation skills 
C. Practical relaxation skills 
D. Exercise ! 

I 
XI. Stress management 

A. Involves total person 
I 
I 

1. biological/physical dimension 
2. emotional health 
3. intellectual health 
4. social health 
5. spiritual health 
6. effectiveness will help prevent the stress response 

B. Nobody can do it for you - key is self-responsibility 



I 
I XII. 
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I 
i 

I 
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XIII. 

Components of good stress management program 
A. Sensory awareness 
B. Breathing rhythms 
C. Communication ski l ls  
D. Total body relaxation 
E. Imagination ski l ls  
F. Practical ski l ls  
G. Clarifying values 
H. Goal setting 
I. Time management 
J. Exercise 

Sunnnary points 
A. Develop own relaxation program 
B. Learn to  plan time 

1. meet responsibilities 
2. take time each day to do yourself a favor 

Basic relaxation positions (handout) 
A. Easy chair position 
B. Back lying position (supine position) 

1. head support 
2. arm and shoulder risers 
3. elevated knees 

C. Coachmans position 
D. Side lying position 
I?. Select one that feels right for you 

XVI. Introduction t o  breathing rhythms technique 
A. breath normally 
B. Disregard inhalation phase of breathing - tension producing 
C. Focus on exhalation phase - relaxation producing 
D. Tie key thoughts to  exhalation phase 

1. sinking down feeling 
2. feelings of heaviness 
3. feelings of warmth 
4. slowing down feeling 
5, feelings of patience 

11. Group led through basic technique 
A. Take comfortable position 
B. Close eyes 
C. Listen to  self breath 
D. Follow breathing rhythms I 

E. Tune into body ~ 
F. Ekperience above relaxed feelings as you exhale (talk through technique] 
G. Use the practice of "Flex, stretch, take a deep breath" to  come out 



XIX. Question, answer, comnents period 
A. Adapt to your situation 
B. Practice to become skilled 
C. Appropriate length of time 
D. Distribution of handouts 
E. Reference t o  handouts and P.L.U.S. Workbook 
F. Use of Relaxation Log 



WIG RELAXATION PaITIONS 

by 

John D. Curtis, Ph.D. 
I Department of Health Education 
I tlniversity of Wisconsin-La Cross* 

I t  is important t h a t  i n  both the learning of t o t a l  body relaxation s k i l l s  
and while practicing the s k i l l s  an individual assumes a comfortable position. 
There a re  many suggested positions and the variety available by adjusting fraU 
the basic suggested positions a re  numerous. When learnino a t o t a l  body 
relaxation s k i l l  it is best  t o  assume one of the basic positions which provides I a great  deal of  enviromencal support li-e., lying, easy chair, and recl iner) .  I This w i l l  enhance the relaxation e f fec t  i n i t i a l l y  w t i L  the s k i l l  is learned. 

I 
hfter  the s k i l l  is wstered  it is important t o  assume various other 

positions and learn t o  perform the s k i l l  under l e s s  t h a i  ideal s i tuat ions with 
l e s s  lmdy support. 'Phis w i l l  allow you to practice the s k i l l s  i n  a variety of 
places such a s  on airplanes, in  bus terminals, ridinq i n  a car. on a bench, e tc .  

schultz (3) described several positions as basic to  the relaxation process: 
Lvinq back in an easy chair  (Fiqure 1)  which provides excellent suppor: fo r  the 
entxre body; the back lying position (Figure 2-A) which also provides t o t a l  
body support: and learning forward while s i t t i n q  on a seat (Figure 3-A) which hc 
c a l l s  the ceachwn's position. This provides l e s s  support but has the advantage 
in  tha t  it can be used i n  a variety of si tuat ions.  

Jencks (1) added the upright coachwan's position v i th  the same advantaqes as 
schultz '  (Figure 3-B) coaciwan's position. b n t a  ( 2 )  suqgests a variat ion of 
f'le lyinq position i n  whicn the individual places r i s e r s  (small pillows) under 
the arms and shoulders t o  eleviate chest tensions [Fiql le  2-8). This has the s a w  
advantage of the lying position a s  suggested by Schultz,which is excellent 
support. 

The author hrrs added another position which can be used, the recl iner  
position, which of fe rs  many adjustable positions a l l  of which of fe r  excellent 
s u p p r t  (Figures 4-A and 4-B). The authar also sugqests variations of the lying 
p s i t i o n  t o  accumnodate physical ailments. P i r s t ,  the aide lying Position 
(r igure 5 )  which allows some individuals t o  qet  cmfortable inspite  of physical 
problems; and second, the  knee adjustment positions including the knee r i s e r  
position (Figure 2-C) and the chair  support position of the l w e r  leg (Figure 2-01, 
These l a t t e r  three can be used by many people with lower back tensions and 
other ailments. 

t 
Important factors  t o  keep i n  mind when aseuming a relaxed pcsition include 

1) Find a comfortable position with a minimum of muscular tension; 

2) the body should be well aligned; 

r 3) the arms and the legs s h ~ u l d  be supported; 
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4) the  hands and arms should not be crosredc ' 

5) the f e e t  and l egs  should not be crossed; and -. - . 
\ 

G) above all--you should ehoeae the p s i t i o n  or adjust  the  p r i t i o n  to 
meet your needs! 

Referenceat 

(1) Jencks, 8.: Exorcise ranusl  fo r  J. 11. schultz 's  Standard Autoqenic main ing  and 
spec ia l  ~ o m u l s s .  s a l t  ~ a k e  c i t y ,  utah, 1913. I 

(2) Ranta, P.r Exercise l4anual f o r  the F i ~ i s h  Olympic Ski Jwpinq Tenm. Explainad 
i n  pr ivate  convsrsation, September, 1977. 

1 

( 3 )  Schultx, J .  H.: Das Autogene Trainirq. 0. Thicmc Verlag, Leipzig, 1932 (12th 
adi t ion,  1966). 

, . FIGURE 2-A 
BACK LYRK; Pc6ITlOa 

FIGURE L 
EASY CIUIR POSITION . . . . . . .  . . .  



FIGURE 2-C 
BACK LYIIK; WSITIMJ WITH )(WEE RISERS 



PIGCRF: 3-B 
COACI!IWSS POSITIOX 

{UPRIGHT) 

FIGURE 4-8 
VAP.IATIW OF RECLIWCR POSITION 

TXGYW .I-I\ 
VARIAT1O:I OF RECLXHER 

POSITION 

PIGWfd2 5 
SIDE LYING P O S I T I m  



GENERAL PRLNCIPL€S OF REWTION 

Maintenance of a good work capaci ty  depends p e r t l y  on regular  d a i l y  periods 
of s u f f i c i e n t  mental and physical  re laxat ion.  Continued mental tension t h a t  !8 
aeaociated wi th  Increased tension o r  t ightneoa o f  c e r t a i n  groups of muscles,'.' 
during the  day or even dur ing s l e e p  a t  n igh t ,  is very ooo~inon and m y  lead t o  
pain. Pain i t s e l f  may i n t e n s i f y  muscular t iphtneoa. 

Once you have recognized the  f ee l ing  of muscular t ightneaa,  you can also 
recognize the  feelfng of muscular re laxat ion.  R e l a x ~ t i o n  may not become hab i tua l ,  
however, u n t i l  you have pract iced the  voluntary  r e l e a s e  of muscular t i gh tnes s  
d a i l y  f o r  aeveral  weeks. 

The followLng general  suggeetione, coupled with do i ly  pr_actice, can h e l p  
improve your a b i l i t y  t o  r e l a x  your muscles. 

1. Obtain a t  l e a s t  0 hours of s l e e p  each night.  

2. Arrange f o r  a period of r e s t  a t  noontime; even a few minutes a r e  helpful .  
I f  you have no place t o  l i e  down, f i nd  a cosEortable cha i r ,  s t r e t c h  out i n  it. 
c l o s e  your eyes, and permit your neck, anns, and legs  t o  become relaxed. The 
f e e l i n g  of heaviness leads  you i n t o  r e l e a ~ e  of muscular t ightness  and mental 
re laxat ion.  "Sigh" deeply 2 or 3 times; s igh ing  tends t o  increase  re laxat ion.  
I f  you awaken refreshed a f t e r  10 or 20 minutes of a leep,  you have obtained 
auff  i c i e n t  relaxation. 

2. Make i t  a hab i t  t o  recogniz* the f ee l ing  of muscular t i gh tnes s  when it 
occurs. Only by becoming aware o f  muscular t ightneaa o r  voluntary o r  involuntoqt 
muscular contract ion can you hope t o  decrease  t h e  t ightness .  In  t he  beginning, 
recognizing muscular t fghtneaa may be d i f f i c u l t .  You con experience the  f ee l ing  
by ac t ive ly  contra- t ing musclee, f o r  example, by making a t i g h t  f i o t ,  you can 
f e e l  t he  contrnction of t h e  muscles of t h e  forearm. You can obta in  r e l axa t ion  
then by slowly re leas ing t h e  con t r ac t ion ,  u n t i l  a f ee l ing  of complete r e l axa t ion  
f a  perceived. Persons who have learned t o  diar inguieh between the  Peeling of 
muscular contract ion and t h a t  of muscular r e l axa t ion  usual ly  can learn  t o  r e l e a s e  
muscular t ightnesa voluntar i ly .  

4. Pract ice  da i ly  u n t i l  r e loxa t ion  becomes habi tual .  Lie on a bed wi th  e 
f i rm mat t ress  o r  on a carpet .  Rest your a r m  a t  your a ides  without being cramped. 

, A amall pillow may be used t o  support your head. 

5. Each day before s t a r t i n g  the  next  p rac t i ce  period. t r y  t o  r e c a l l  t he  
depth o f  r e l axa t ion  achieved previously. 

6.  Do not  f e e l  t h a t  r e p e t i t i o n  is  o waste of time; it is e s s e n t i a l  ar:d 
highly  benef ic ia l .  

9 ,  h y  t o  determine, before going t o  a l eep  a t  n igh t ,  i f  you have any 
sensat ion of t ightness  of your neck, back, jaw, forehead. shoulder,  o r  h i p r .  



RELAXATION RESPONSE 

. C 

Learn to take a 10-15 minute vacation everyday through relaxation' -. , 
\ 

response techniques.. Relaxation-is a'simple meditative technique? 

that has-helped people to.cope with fatigue,.anxiety; and-stressi. , 

Through regular of relaxation exercises, your body' can learn:. 

to respond positively to stress' automatically; 

Four necessary requirements to relax 

2. Mental Device - A word or pleasant experience to concentrate on' 
to keep thoughtsfrom wandering. No one can get the mind 
completely blank--but concentrating on one particular word helps. 

3.  Adopt a Passive Attitude--Must allow relaxation to happen 
naturally. Don't work on it too hard. 

4 .  ~ u s t  be sitting down - Sit in a comfortable chair, preferably 5 
one in which you can rest yohr head. Lying dohm on the 
floor, copch, or bed may cause you to fall asleep. i 

3 
'.. . 

Practice your Relaxation techniq'ues twice daily ' 
1. Before breakfast 
2. In late afternoon or at your particular stressful period 

j 
during the day. 4 

Avoid practicing after eating or when you are too tired. 1 
! 

Progressive Relaxation 
I 

Exercise 1 (Major Muscles) . Begin this exercise by clenching 
fists-hol6 the tension for several seconds - now release all at-. 
once. Continue this procedure of tensing for several seconds and' 
then L-eleasing as you proceed through the forearms, then upperarms 
or biceps...shoulders forward and together ... arching back... 
stomach ... buttocks ... thighs ... calves...legs...feet. Finish by 
breathing in as normal and exhale only after lungs are filled 
(5-10 breaths). Slovrly reactivate. 

Incorporate breathing as the focal point. Focus on the process 
or the word " breathingo. 



RELAXATION TECHNIQUES 

Dr.  Herbert Benson'a Relaxation Technique: 

THE MAGIC OF TWENTY QUIET WINWES A DAY 

You can be calmer, hea l th i e r ,  happier,  i f  you make re laxat ion par t  of your l i f e .  
Here's the  easy. s i x  s t age  method that 'haa made The Relsxation Response a runaway 
beat  s e l l e r .  

- 

I. S i t  quiet ly  i n  a comfortable position. 

2. Close your eyes. , 

3. Deeply r e l ax  a l l  your muscles, beginning a t  your f e e t  and progressing - up t o  your face. Keep them relaxed. 

4. Breathe through your nose. Become aware of your breathing. A s  you 
breathe out ,  s ay  the  word, "ONE" s i l e n t l y  t o  yourself.  For example, 
breathe in.. .out, "ONE". ..in.. .out, "ONE". . .etc. Breathe e a s i  lp and 
natural ly .  '.. 

\ . 
5. Continue f o r  10 t o  20 minutes. You may open your eyen t o  check the  

time, but do not w e  an alarm. When you f in i sh ,  s i t  quiet ly  f o r  
seve ra l  minutes, a t  f i r s t  with your eyes closed end l a t e r  with your 
eyes opened. Do not s tand up f o r  a few minutes. 

6. Do mot worry about whether you e r e  successful  i n  achieving a deep l e v e l  
of re laxat ion.  Xaintain a passive a t t i t u d e  and permit re laxat ion t o  
occur a t  its own pace. then d i s t r a c t i n g  thoughts occur, t r y  t o  ignore 
them by not dwelling upon them and re turn t o  repeating "ONE." With 
p rac t i ce  the  response should come with l i t t l e  e f f o r t .  Pract ice  the  
technique once o r  twice da i ly ,  but not wi thin  two hours a f t e r  any meal, 
s ince  the  d iges t ive  pirocesses seem t o  i n t e r f e r e  with the e l i c i t a t i o n  of  
the  Relaxation Response. 

Benson, Herbert, M.D. The Relaxation Response. Copyright 1975 by William Morrow 
and Company, IRC. 



J. C u r t i s  

RELAXATION LOG 

Exe rc i s e  1 pt .  p e r  4 minutes  
S i t t i n g  Q u i e t l y  1 pt .  p e r  2  minutes  
Brea th ing  Rhythms 1 p t .  p e r  minute  
Re l axa t i on  Response 1 p t .  p e r  minute  

DAY - - GOAL PTS. - TOTAL PTS. 

1 0  p t s .  

10  p t s .  

10  p t s .  

10  p t s .  

5 10  p t s .  

6 12 p t s .  

12 p t s .  

12 p t s .  

12  p t s .  

12 p t s .  

11 1 5  p t s .  

12 15  p t s .  

13 15 p t s .  

14 



Workshop 4: Environmental Sensitivity and Self -responsibility 

Presenter: Ms. Barbara Beier 

Content Outline : 

I. Boundary Breading Activity - llAutographs'l handout distributed 
A. Find someone to "autograph" the line next to given characteristic 
B. For example: find someone you feel has a friendly smile, and 

ask her to sign her name on that line 

11. Wellness as a process 
A. Briefly explain process described through assessment, intervention 

and reinforcement (examples of each) 
B. Participate in sample activity 

1. take resting heart rate (assessment) 
2. complete Jacobson's progressive muscle relaxation exercise 

(intervention) 
3. take resting heart rate (reinforcement) 
4. note: annouce volunteers pre- and post heart rates 

C. Discussion on heart efficiency, benefits of intervention strategies, 
and need for reinforcement 

111. Health promotion 
A. Read "cliffs story" appropriate to health promotion 
B. Bnphasize health 'care and how it relates to self-responsibility 

IV. Juice break 

V. Ehvironmental sensitivity - mini-lecture 
A. Physical - examples, responsibility for 
B. Social-examples, choices, freedom of 
C. Personal-examples, most control in changing 

VI. Personal picture activities 
A. "1 am1# activity (handout) 

1. circle statements that describe you 
2. write down first statement that you recalled 
3. 'share statements 

B. tgBlind drawingst1 
1. draw self with eyes closed 
2. harv I perceive me 

C. "Personal Space Wheel1' activity (handout) 
1. indicate people/relationships in your personal space 
2. respond to key questions: Am I satisfied and how can I 

shape/re-shape my environment 



VI I. Reinforcement 
A. External reinforcement - how are you patted on the back from outside 
B. Internal reinforcement - how you reinforce yourselves 
C. Read story of "Plums and Bananas" (see Appendix F-3) 

VIII. Adjourn for sack lunch 

Published Resource Aids distributed: 
1. American Cancer Society. How to Examine Your Breasts. New York: 

1977. 
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Find omone  that f i t s  tL listed daocriptim. 
' 

Sopnme. . G 

1. 1 w l d  like to  how batter. 

2. that has a friendly mile. 

?. that bake5 bread once s weak. 

4. that hrri the saaa nunlrr children as me. -- 

5. a o  lows butter pecan ice cptte;s.\. 
1. 

6. who i s  (I 18 &onmi native. 

7. vho enjoy. csaging. 



Beier 
Health Education Dspartment 

I am happy. I am fragile. I am forgetful. I am satisfied. 

1 am frustrated. I am sad. I am sensitive. I am friendly. 

I am lonely. I am fun to be with. I am sensual. I am pleasant. 

I am healthy. I am a loyal friend. I am self-centered. 

I am deserving. I am trustworthy. I am considerate. I am nice. 

I am inconsiderate. I am thoughtful. I am unhealthy. 

I am well-liked. I am loving. I am special. I am unique. 

I am an individual. I am loved. I am caring. I am dishonest. 

I am honest. I am courageous. I am daring. I am forceful. 

I am warm. I am cold. I am unfriendly. I am trusting. 

I am intelligent. I am dependable. I am conscientious. 

I am unorganized. I a% organized. I am tired. I am important. 

I am talented, f am independent. I am dependent. I am fair. 

I am unfair. I am aggressive. I am narrow-minded. I am efficient. 

I am inefficient. I am personable. I am negative. I am alert. 

I am ambitious. I am lazy. I am creative. I am disciplined. 

I am energetic. I am enthusiastic. I am innnature. I am mature. 

I am a pessimist. I am an optimist. I am productive. I am realistic. 

I am unrealistic. I am humorous. I am sincere. I am insincere. 

I am tactful. I am ethical. I am unethical. I am beautiful. 



bur uec of sgma f a  ~notP la~  way wz sommaiceta d e h  QBO another. E e ~ h  of 
us walks wound in a kind of prozective "buBbLow Char zapremncs t b s  mount of 
o p e  w iteel we ~ m s t  bme co =parate ue from o t l ~ r o .  UhPn ocmzone invades 
this w e a s  WP: f h h t  back with W y  lmgu@go, or proceed t o  mnsc away. 

flow aloe w sallow otbsrs t o  to us is a meemre of our nelationahipe 
t o  t b m .  This helps establish the kind of cwmunication thee can take piece. 
Generally, the clcrrarz the apace .ptmiteed,  the elowe thc eelatim~11i.p $6. 

Using the wbcl di6gr-d abwep lioe el&? p o p &  with k%m y m  c~a;! in 
tact a c h  in o single day. you m y  want to list those people sagaificaat eo 
tbee you are unebh to abea e m h  day. On the linen ~ a c l i a e h  GU~: frcm the 

ter oE the c i rc l e ,  p l e a  the name oE thew  people, inndhatirtg tho relative 
tmansae ysu feel ycu need from each m e  of tha. 



Final Event : Summary/reinforcement , "Wellness in Review and in Your Futurett 
Presenter: Dr. Gary D. Gilmore 

Content Outline: 

I. Introduction and Sensitization: 

"If I Had lily Life to Live Over Again," Erma Bombeck 

11. Four Quotations by Gilmore: 

A. "Take Care of Yourself" 

B. "One Step at a Time" 

C. "Wet re All in This Together" 

D. "Like Parent, Like Childt1 

111. Nuggets: Summary of past workshop and presentation major points 

IV. Developing a Plan for Next Week 

V. Motivational Poem: "It couldn't be Done," Edgar A. Guest 

WELLNESS BUTTON 
(free gift) 






